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• .
REBOUND? — Murray State University's lanky 611" center;Dannio -Wien
(10) wheels in for a rebound against an Eastern Kentucky Roadrunner- -
,forewird 6'4" Terry, Bennett (21). Eastern Kentucky Roadrunners, from—
Eastern Kentucky Rehabilitation. Center, near Pikevale, defeated Murray.
Pate tiktiversity Racers in an exhibition Match Friday night_97-25. Murray
State University Rehabilitation Club, in Conjunction with-Mtirray Jaycees,
sponsored the game.
Staff Photo by Cowell Attittey
Tdke Defeat Sitting Down...
Racers Lose
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
It was a mismatch from the first
tipoff.
A team from across state drubbed
Murray State University's 1977
basketball squad in an exhibition
contest Friday in Beshear Gym.
Final score: Eastern Kentucky
Roadrunners, 97, Murray State, 25.
Racer offense was sloppy and defense
was almost nonexistent. Passes weren't
crisp, some missed as much as six feet.
The usually sharp shooting Racers
failed to connect on easy 10 and 20
footers. Many shots missed the
backboard completely. The Racers
sprawled to the floor a n of times.
The across state team defensed well
and executed sharply. Shots were on
target, and passes, some from behind
the back, and others with curves on
them, were keen.
-You could say, however, the Racers
were handicapped — they played in
wheelchairs. Their opponent Was a fine
wheelchair basketball squad from
Eastern Kentucky Rehabilitation
Center, Thelma, near Pikeville, in
Eastern Kentucky.
"We won our conference last year,
the Bluegrass Conference with our
team, the University of Louisville and
the University of Kentucky," coach
Phil Glover said prior to the game
Friday night. "This year we have four
teams in the conference and we'll have
16 games, eight home and eight away.
The Roadrunners won their
conference last year and should they
. win this year, they'll go to the National
Wheelchair Basketball Association
playoffs in Cleveland, Ohio. Last year
the Roadrunners lost in the nationals to
a wheelchair team from Indianapolis,
Ind. called the Pacers.
In addition to playing in wheelchairs,
the Racers Friday night found
themselves with a few rule exceptions
to basketball as its normally played.
A "walking" violation occurs in
wheelchair basketball when a player
pushes the wheels of his chair more
—Play.ers.ha • seated-in-
--thewrtwiee-wetho' bblin the he
ZIMft
their chairs on tipoffs.
Also in wheelchair basketball,
different levels of disabilities are
divided into classes, I, II and III, with a
point for each class. No more than 12
points worth of players could be on the
floor at the same time.
Did the Racers exude an air
confidence similar to meeting an Austin
Peay or Middle? They look pretty
' confident. I don't know how they'll do
— when they get on the floor. This is the
first time we've played anyone who
hasn't played in chairs before," Glover
remarked.
Glover's team Friday had just
finished a wheelchair tournament in
Nashville, where they lost4n the first
round. "I don't want to _make excuses
but after we- won our first game, we
only had an hour's rest between the
filit and second," Glover said.
Most of the Roadrunners attend the
rehabilitation center, others live in
nearby towns.
Glover called wheelchair basketball
"a confidence builder" for those
confined to either a wheelchair or
crutches. It's also good exercise. he
See RACERS,
Page 12, Column 5
inside today 
In Congress
Energy, Taxes Dominate Week
WASHINGTON (AP) — Energy and
--lases dominate congressional action
this week as the Senate takes up an
energy tax bill, the House debates
—Soeial Security taxes and a conference
committee works on a national energy
policy.
While the rest of Congress planned to
take Veterans Day off, the House-
Senate energy conference committee
was summoned to work on the holiday
by its chairman, Rep. Harley Staggers,
D-W.Va., who said today's session was
"in the natiowal interest"
The panel made scant progress 'in
three long sessions last week, agreeing
only on a compromise requiring
utilities to help consumers insulate
their homes — one of the less
controversial issues facing the 43-
member committee.
This week it will look at President
Carter's proposal to force most utilities
• --and industries burning oil and natural
. gas to convert to coal. The House
- passed the President's program, but
the Senate voted to allow all but the
biggest plants to continue using oil.
The Carter administration can be
expected to lobby hard for the House
-version _ and to -try- to persuade
conferees to adopt -a compromise bill
resembling it. The Senate rejected
most of the major proposals in the
Carter energy plan.-
The Senate on Tuesday takes up the




&contract has been awarded on one _
construction project at Murray State
University and a bid date has been set -
on another according to information
received from the state Department of
Finance and Administration.
Quality Construction Co. of Renton
has been awarded a $1,473,664__
construction contract for the
renovation of Wells Hall on the MSU •
campus and a bid date of Nov. 10 has
been set on a proposal to construct eight
new tennis courts on the campus.
The four-story Wells Hall building
will be remodeled for use as the
university president's office suite and
for offices for the dean and three
---,departments of the College of Human
:Development and Learning. New
plumbing, sprinkler system, heating,
air. cOhditioning and electrical systeins
will be added to the building which was
ouilt in 1925. Also included in the
renal:nth:in plans IS the addition of an
elevator to the building.
According to university officials the
_contractor is expected to begin work on
the project this week and it is hoped to
be completed by, the fall semester of
1978.
The new tennis.7-cotirts are to be
constructed on a site north of Springer
Hall and west of Roy Stewart Stadium
near the university's married housing
units.
Estimated cost of the new tennis
courts is $80,000. and ' university
officials said they hope the courts can
be ready for use by next spring. The
_courts are-being built to replace courts
torn up by the Construction of a _
pedestrian overpass and the rerouting
of Chestnut Street at did intersectidn of
- 15th and Chestnut.
Murray High- Band
Places 3rd In Meet
Murry High School Band is slated to
defend its Mid-South Championship
Band crown in Memphis, Tenn.
Saturday, following a third place
showing in the highly competitive
"Contest of Champions" 4
Murfreesboro, Tenn. this weekend.
Four Kentucky bands swept the top
trophies in a band tournament Murray
High Band Director Joe Sills considers
the toughest in the Southeast.
Murray High Band tied for third
place with Lafayette High School of
Lexington, and just behind first place
winner, George Rogers Clark High
School, Winchester, and Meade County
High Band which captured second.
The local high school band was one on
32 bands from three states in the 15th
annual affair on the campus of Middle
Tennessee State University.
Fewer than five points separated the
first and third place bands, according
to Sills.
-We knew this contest would be very
close just as the scores indicate. Our
students performed extremely well in
both preliminaries and finals with only__
a few minute flaws in their
performance. I believe we all could
agree that the winner, George Rogers
Clark, certainly deserved the selection
because of their near perfect
performance. We were also well
One Section — 12 Pages
Murray State University second string quarterback
David Ruzich led the Racers to a 13-10 victory over East
Tennessee State at Johnson City, Tenn., Saturday. Read




Increasing cloudiness with a
slight chance of showers today,
high in the low to mid 70s.
Showers continuing tonight and
Tuesday. how tonight in the low
to mid 50s. High Tuesday in the
mid to upper Ws..
' • , •
Classifieds  10, 11
Crossword  10
Comics .  10
Dear Abby 2
Deaths & Funerals 12
Farm Page .8, 9
Horoscope 3
Inside Report 4
Let's Stay Well 2
Local Scene 2. 3
Opinion Page ..4 .
• - •3P°44: ••••••., AAA,
pleased that our students applauded the
winner as their buses went past us in
the parking lot," Sills said. The director
-praised the support of parents and.
other observers who went with Murray
High Band to the contest.
Saturday Murray High Band will try
_ to make it three in a row at Memphis'
Mid-South Championship. According to
Sills, the feat has only been
accomplished one other time, with a
high school band from Bolivar. Tenn.,
accomplishing the feat in 1967, 1968 and
1969. The director of Bolivar during
those years was — Joe Sills. "sy'
In the contest this weekend.
McGavock High School of NaSheille
was the highest scoring Tennessee band'
and for winning that honor captured the
Governor's Cup as Tennessee State -
Champion.
All bands in the finals won superior
ratings, including some bands in the
preliminaries: Briarcrest Academy,
Memphis, North Hardin High School,
Radcliff, Danville High, Danville,
Daviess County High School,
Owensboro, Hopkinsville High. Jackson
Central High, Jackson, Tenn.,
Columbia High, Columbia, Tenn., and
Riverdale High, Murfreesboro. Tenn.
-----The remaining four bands in the
finals wefe McGavock, Greenwood
High, Greenwood, Ind., Franklin High,
Franklin, Tenn., and Tates Creek High,
Lexington.
Murray High scored 179.6 points out




Department has charged a 21-year-old
county man with theft by unlawful
taking, according to Ted Alexander, a
deputy in the department.
The man, Robert A. Brelsford, is
charged in connection with taking an
auto from Parker Ford in Murray,
Alexander 'aid. ArrestecrFriday night,'
Brelsford's bond is $1,500.
Alexander also said an investigation
is continuing into a stolen bumper
incident last week. Authorities
recovered a bumper which was
reported missing last Wednesday Issiesi--
 orthfftregroggrit_ lo_t on U.S. -
soutt, orMu'rray.
But the bill sent to the floor by the
Senate Finance Committee contains
none of Housepassed taxes the
President has proposed to conserve
energy by making scarce fuels more--
costly.
The committee rejected taxes on
crude ail, fuel-inefficient cars and the
oil and natural gas used by utilities and
factories. Instead, it approved some $40
billion in tax breaks to encourage
energy conservation- and increased
• production.
Debate is expected to last all week.
Senate Democratic leaders are
hopeful the President's tax program
can be salvaged in a conference
committee.
But in the meantime, a group of
Senate liberals led by Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., have vowed to try to
1110--,•!' .
kill off many of the tax breaks In the
bill.
And several attempts are expected to-
be launched on the floor to revive some
of-the taxes before the bill goes to the
conference committee.
The House begins debate Wednesday
on a bill to rescue the deficit-plagued _
Social Security System by tax increases -
that would fall Most heavily on higher-
paid workers and their employers.
The Senate Finance Committee will
continue work tide -Week on its Oivn
version of the Social Security overhaul -
bill.
Votes are scheduled in-the House on'
Tuesday on a bill to prohibit the use of
children in pornography and on treaties
that would allow Americans ili Mexican
jails to be sent to federal prisons in this
country — and vice versa.
TROPHY WINNERS — Pictured are some Calloway County High Speech
Team trophy winners after winning honors at Ballard Memorial Saturday.
Calloway County raptured first place in the Ballard tournerfch the fifth --
consecutive time. Shown are: (front, left): Less Hoke, Debbie Smith, Danny
Kingins, Kim Kemp, John Brinkley, Chuck Williams and Craig Redden; (back,
left) Tammy Feltner, Karen Edwards, Luana Colson, Rhonda Darnell, Jane




Calloway_ County High's Laker
Speech Team will be aiming for two
consecutive first place victories this
Saturday, after capturing-top honors in
the Ballard Memorial Invitational
Saturday.
Coached by Larry England, the
Laker Speech Team won the Ballard
Memorial contest for the fifth
consecutive year.
The team will compete Saturday at
Madison-Overton High School in
Nashville, Tenn.
Calloway finished the Ballard
tournament with 339 points, almost 100
points ahead of second place
Russellville.
Trigg County High was third with 217
points,.
"Calloway's junior varsity team was
fifth with 154 points, behind fourth place
Warren Central. __
The varsity debate team of Craig
Redden -and Chuck Williams won
second place. Redden was the second
place individual speaker and Williams
was the top speaker. - • -
Team members winning first in the
individual events were: John Brinkley-
oratory; Danny Kingins-storytellin_g;
Lesa Hoke and Debbie Smith-duet
acting. Kim Kemp received second





Parker-poetry. Rhonda Darnell was
awarded fourth place in prose. her
members reaching finals .were Sheila
Darnell atidGinger Mitchell.
Twenty team members qualified for
semi-final competition. They were:
John Brinkley, Karen Edwards, Gail
Tucker. Sheila Darnell, Rhonda
Darnell, Kim Kemp, Jackie Parker,
Celissa Cut d, Danny Kingins, Jeff
Ramsey, Tammy Feltner, Patty
W"batkins°insn, 
. na Colson,GinIsiagermitcheii  Chandra„ess.;
'TIseitr-Stillifi-,ClyttfthrTStATK;
Boggess, Jim Hudspeth and JoBeth
Norwood.
The junior varisty team qualified two
members_ for finals, Donna Swift and
Jane Greer. Six, members reached
semi-finals, Chuck Harrison, Jane
Greer, Lanessa Jones, Danny Lamb,
Donna Swift, and Julia .Gargii.s. Jane
Greer placed fourth in poetry.
Chemistry, Physics
Class On Tour
__I-or.ty_.-eight students from the
chemistry and physics classes of
Calloway County High School toured -
the American Museum of Atomic
Energy and the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory at Oak Ridge, Tn., on
Friday and Saturday.
The group, chaperoned by Marianne
pitysirs-- teacher, Yvette Pyle.
, chemistry teacher. Billy Pyle, Dwight
and Elizabeth Watson, and Betty
Morris, bus driver, along with Amy
Pyle, left early Friday morning and
returned late Saturday night.
Mrs. Pyle said the students were
facinated by the many scientific
displays and demonstrations at the
Museum. One of the main attractions at
the laboratory was the, mechanical
hands used to conduct the experiments
with radioactive • elements and
compounds. Mrs. Pyle said.
A- second. facinating attraction was
the huge nuclear reactor which existed
under water to control temperatures
and help shield workers from
radioactive emissions, the teacher
added.
The. teachers, chaperones, and
students said an added benefit of the •
trip was the observance of the beautiful
. fail-landscape while- traveling -through
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Wants Boss To Fire
Her Errant Husband
By Abigail Van Buren
ts.,73g7r-frt.r1U,e14 Y News Sy ,d rnc
DEAR ABBY: I am an executive in a company that has a
large sales department. A few days ago,-the wife of one of
our top salesmen carne'aind asked me to fire her husband!.
She said she had it on good authority that her husband is
having an affaii -with a young=secretsary in,the 'office.
The wife said it Lthought her husband was too valuable to
the company to let go, I should fire the girl. She said she
was sure her husband could easily get another job if he
were forced to, and the affair _would probably ,cool off if_
they weren't-working together. ----- -
Should I get involved in the domestic problems of one of
my salesmen? Or do you think if a man does his job well,
what he does on his own time is his own business?
NO IDENTITIES, PLEASE
-DEAR NO:-Call-the salesman in.-and tell him that Ward
of his alleged hanky-panky wit* a secretary has reached
' the front office. And let him take it from there.
• DEAR ABBY: I am one of 20 draftsmen working in a
large engineering office with a. lot of female • secretaries.
Abby, do you think a woman feels complimented when she
. enters a room n and a man. whistles tt her? •
One guy here insists that the gizls love it. I- say no .
woman wants to be treated as a sex object, and whistling
at a. woman is an insult.
I'd like a woman's point of view.
T.C-IN HOUSTON
DEAR IC.: THIS woman's point of view is the same as
yours. P.S. Whistling at women also indicates a juvenile
mentality.
ir •
'DEAR ABBY,: My young grandson has a very peculiar
way of eating-he will eat only one thing at a time. For
'example if there is Meat; potato, carrots alitt Oe SS' On his
plate, he will finish eating all the meat before he even
touches his carrots. Then, once he starts eating his carrots,
he will taste nothing else until 'he's finished them. He
positively refuses to mix his food. Now isn't that
ridiculous?
When I try to tell him to eat a bit of one thing and then
another, he says he doesn't want bo,He refuses to even
•
.„,.1 don't know whether this comes under the heading of
-etiquette,,idpsyncr_asies, health or habits, but _it' just looks
pec,tiliar' to _Jme, Abby.
Please classify this quirk. and 'set_ me_ straight. -
CRAMPS
DEAR GRAMPS: I would_ classify this as nitpicking.
Children come in for enough criticism during their
'"childhoort without bauingaibmetitint curinconsequential as
this. being called to their attention. Skip it. What's the
difference? Be glad he's healthy and can eat everything.
Everyone has a Problem. What s yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.




Open 7 a.m to 6 p.m
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O. Mrs. E. F. writes to
isk why physicians are no
onger advising their pa-
tients to have a routine.
vacciantion against
smallpox.
A. No case of smallpox
has occurred in the United
States in recent years. The
risk of any American hav-
ing the disease is less than
the danger of a complica-
tion Fr_om vaccination.
About one person in 1-,/106
-vaccinations experiences a
serious reaction. .
Smallpox has been eradi-
.cated throughout the world
except for caes which oc-
cur in, remote parts of
Africa 4 Ethiopia and
Somalia). - If a person is
planning to travel in those
areas, vaccination prior to
a visit is indicated. Even
though the United States
does not require smallpox
vaccination for reentry,
several nations continue to
do so. Before making a trip
to Central America, Asia,
Africa, it is advisable to
check with a travel agent
or airline- to learn - about
this requirement. _
Smallpox vaccine has
- been used to try to _boost
immunity against other re-
current virus infections,
such as -herpes type 11, but
the result's ha-v4---been
judged by many physi-
cians to be relatively inef-
fective.
The smallpox virus can
live only in human, tissue
and has no other reservoir
in animals or elsewhere in
our environment. The dis-
ease is infectibus in the
acutd stage only directly
from one person to anoth:
er. Therefore, isolation of
•
the acute cases so that the
virus cannot be trans-
ferred ,to another_ _perk:on •
controls the spread.
' The World Frialtb Organ-
ization thought that the
last cases on earth were
isolated about a year ago.
However, i few have been
observed in 1977. The
chances remain good that
smallpox will, be - obli-
terated from the face of the
earth withirWe next year
or. so. This step forward
significant because •in
.years past smallpox killedi
millions ,of vigtims and
permanently - marred the
appearance of many addi-
tional millions of persons.
The victory' over this
killer is one of the-greatest
accomplishments of mod-
ern.. medicine. It is no
longer necessary for
Americans and persons of





0. Mr's. R.- Nr.' wants to
• im.Q.W.if female hormone is
effective when taken by
mouth rather than_as.•
shots. She had to have her
ovaries removed before
her menopause and has




gen ) by taking it orally is
effective. This method .of
adininistering the medi-
cine is usually less expen-
sive and more convenient.
Hormone therapy should
hat-taken under_ the direc-
tion of a physician.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Of
Beta Sigma Phi Has Meet
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
model meeting on Thursday,
October 6, at the Ellis Center.
—.The program for the
meeting was each officer and
committee chairman outlining
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Howard Paschall of
Farmington has • been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
VISIT IN INDIANA
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sykes
have returned home after a
visit with their son and family,
Mr. and Mrs. David Sykes and
twin girls, Leslie and Susan, of
Lowell, Ind.
GUESTS HERE
Second Class Petty Officer
Raley Sykes and Mrs. Sykes
have been the guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack:
Sykes.. Second Class ..Petty
Officer Sykes is stationed with
ray atne/reldE"
at Charleston, S. C.
their duties in detail.
• attending were Pam
and Becky Page.
- Secret sisters for the past Ellis Center will be openyear were revealed and gifts from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
exchanged. Names for secret activities by Senior Citizens
sisters-- were drawn for the
following year.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess of the evening,




SPECIAL STUDY—First grade students at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School have had a special unit
using the Alpha One Beginning Reading Program to
supplement the school's adopted reading program.
The upper left hand corner are Betty Hassell's students
using Mr. H Horrible Hair puppets they made.while Mike
Bucy and his puppet play hopschotch as his classmates
and puppets watch. fn the tipper right hand corner are
fupal Undervvood's students having fun with Mr. f-and
his funny feet and animal friends with Mr. B's Buttons:
David Wesson shows his elephant. In the lower left
hand corner are Maxine Burkeen's students meeting




Children of the Murray
Preschool Corporation will,
make a trip to the pumpkin
patch. Children will meet at
the school at the regular time
and should wear _clothing
' Which covers arms and legs.




will have a Halloween party at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall at 610 pan. Each one
may bring guests' as
prospective members and




Church will have a ̀qind
supper at the church at 6:30
p.m. with the program by
Mrs. Helen Hodges.
Eva WalrMission Group of
, Meniqial B.,ptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Jack
Foster at two p.m.
—(9 
Blood River 'Baptist WMU
will meet at Flint Baptist •
Church at seven p.m.
Reservations for Ladies day
luncheon for Wednesday -at
Murray__Country Club should
be Made with Mrs... Larry
,Ryan, phone 753-7687, by
today.
Tuesday, October 25
Oak Grove WMU will meet'
at the home of Sherry
Paschall at 7:30 p.m.
La Leche League will meet
at the home bf Joyce McCoy,
207 South 15th Street, at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
__Meet, al twelve noon a the
_Triangle Inn.
Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will have a
kitchen shower for the lodge
hall at 7:30 p.m. at the hall. All
DES members are invited to
attend and bring an item for
the kitchen.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Phyllis
Whitney at- seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will







Brenda Estes, Joyce Gibson,
Mary Graves, Linda Hodge,
Vicky Holton, Beth Lasater,
Debbie Lynons, Shirley









lesson On "Quilting" by Jean
Cloar will be taught at the
County Extensiqn office at ten
am. Public is invited.
with deVotiori at 111:135-6.m.,
demonstration by Merle
Norman Cosmetics
representative at eleven a.m.
sack lunch at noon, and band
to play at Fern Terrace at one
P•in-
Gilbertsville Aglow
Fellowship will meet at
Kenbar Resort at 10:30 a.m.
Hardin Senior Citizen's -MT
havA social breakfast at 730
asp. followed*by shopping. _
Wednesday, October 26
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Qefiler at One PAO. Aglim will
be shown. For transportation
call 436=5364.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
havetrafts day from 0:30 a.m.
to three p.m. at Hardin City
Hall.
Story Hour will be held at
Calloway County Public
Library at ten a.m. and three
p.m.
Safety Rules For School Children
School time means stress-
ing basic safety rules to chil-
Aran enrouta to the class-
room.
According to CNA Insur-
.ance safety experts, more
than 50,000 children are in-
jured each year between home
and school. Parental instruc-
tion can help Mauve. against
these accidents. -
It is particularly important
to map out a route for a child
who has not been to school
before. Determine the safer
side of the street, watching
for dangerous construction
sites, troublesome intersec-
tions and blind alleys.
Don't over estimate the
ability of your children as
Pedestrians. Teach lEarn to
cross the street only at cor-
ners and to obey traffic patrol
guards in crossing busy inter-
sections.
Safety experts warn that
children bicycling to schools
must ride on' the right-nand
side of the road in single file;
yielding the right of way to
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country
Club at nooa with Mrs.-Larry
Ryan, phone 753-7687, and
Mrs. - Edward Watson as
hostesses' chairmen. Bridge
will be at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
A. C. Sanders and Mrs. Matt
Sparkman as hostesses.
Dynamic duo
In saucepan• cook one can
2 ounces) mushroom buttons
'drained), one-fourth cup
chopped- -green pepper. one
fourth cup green onion (cut
in one-inch pieces). and one-
half teaspoon chili powder in
two tablespoons butter or'
margarine until vegetables .
arc tender Add one can 0604
ounces) barbecue beans.
Heat; stir now and then.
Makes two to three servings








And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As yow-
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood -questions and bring a
--basket-of gifts to delight your family. -
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have




Passengers should not be
carried on a' bike unless it
is equipped by the manufac-
turer with more than one seat
Children also Shonld be en-
couraged to use car free bike
trails whenever possible.
If you drive your children
to school, make suae.• all are
seat-belted properly to reduce
horseplay which can lead to
serious injury. Children under
4 feet 7. inches tall should not
use the standard shoulder
harness which can cause injury
to a child's head and neck.
- Before allowing children
to get out of the vehicle,
make certain they will not be
stepping into the path of
moving traffic by having
them exit by the curbside
doors.
If safety is taught by
parents and teachers, the trip
to and from school will be a
much happier and safer one
for your children.
A Public Service of -CNA
Insurance.
Rare-Still Requires 145 Degrees
Safety measure: No matter. how much you enjoy really
rare roast beef, make sure She Meat is roasted to an inter-
nal temperature of 145 degrees.
The money you put into a dia-
mond represents sound value
with an assured future. Particu-
larly when you select a stone of
peerless quality suct) as vou will
find,i4 our supb tefecflon§.
And your investment i§ backed
by our enviablefeputaticin of
proven integrity.
EWELERS
ioi Broadway. Padui ah. Ky 112 15(14





































Eft *cave now'- altiadoor Aswan* in Mum will h.,. oat show nasty.
wt 7,30 Sanday throogh Monday nights. Moro will cooties,' to he two


















Just about any kind of seafood you can name delicious
and freshly cooked, plus good hamOurgers That's our menu.-.
So bring the whole family We think you're all going to enjoy it




Good Mon: through Thurs.
Captain D's






FOR TUIMIDAY, OCTOBER 25, ICI
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A conservative and prudent
attitude will keep you from
going overboard through
misguided optimism — a ten-
dency now. Be especially
cautious in romantic matters.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You rarely imitate,
preferring to produce in your
own way. However, this day will
require more attention to
others' methods and know-how.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) nel$61-
-•
Express your ideas and
opinions discreetly but firmly.
Don't leave stones unturned
which may have gems beneath,
A generally good day — IF you
Cooperate.
CANCEIR-T goia-&-• Place your confidence in hard
(June 224o July.23) -74r5 - —facts- -rothee-than—Rfeelingam
Avoid being led astray by and, in iliscussions with others,'
those who are heedless of don't be, overly imaginative.
consequences, careless of You could read too much into
responsibilities. You will face their worde.
inore. distractions than you
think, so keep up your guard. AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4,fick Though many avenues to
advancement exist, you COULDStellar influences now favor
novel pursuits, imaginative throw a wrench into the
revitalizing of all interests. , machiaerY if Year attitudes are
Display your talents suspicious, your approaches .in
marketable areas. tactless. Beware!
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
Skepticism could defeat the
fullf charged action this day
deserves. Believe in yourself
**A
tioiV
Holding down health care
costs isn't impossible.
But it isn't easy either.
There's no easy solution to the problem of rising health care
costs, because there's no single, easy-to-eliminate cause.
Higher costs are a result of a complex mixture of factors,
including inflation, higher wages, the hospital and professional
liability issue, increased use of health care services, improved
but costlier surgical techniques and medical treatment.
Some higher costs are unavoidable. But, at Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Kentucky, we're working to help hold down
costs.
We work with doctors and hospitals to help them find ways
to contain costs.
We keep a cisse watch on doctor and-hospital bills to see
that they remain within acceptable guidelines.
And we support community health planning. This is an
important tool in planning appropriate care while avoiding
expensive duplication and unnecessary facilities and services.
You can help too. Don't ask for admission tone hospital
unless your doctor says it's medically necessary. Perhaps
you can get the treatment you need on an outpatient basis.
If you are admitted to the hospital, don't stay any longer than
necessary.
It's not-going to be easy, but, working together, we can -




mail coupon today to see




Complete and mail this cCitirkin to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky. 9901 Linn
Station Road. Louisville. Kentucky 40223 Please and me, without obligation




Employed by (Company Name) 
Company Address 
I am a4144te Cross and Blue Shield member,
and in your goals — and Keep
forging ahead.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. U) zilon
Stars WWI against
vacillating, changing plans or
projects before they have been
given a chance to prove their
worth. Be steadfast, optimistic.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Mew
Great activity indicated in •






MVO(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Personal relationships should
be most congenial now. In fact,
some of your brighter and more
amusing companions could give
you some stimulating Ideas.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ta
PISCES 
)(C.Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Friendly Neptune influences.
Not only should routine matters
go well, but you may even have
an opportunity to cash in on an
avocational
YOU BORN TODAY are so
vigorous in both work and play
that, even though endowed with
a robust constitution, you tend
to run it down by overtaxing
yourself. DON'T! You have fine
executive ability, originality
and enthusiasm. With your
variety of talents and will
- power.-and'your very. real --
desire for attainment, you
should mold a happy, useful life.
The Scorpio-born can pull
themselves up from nowhere to
a top position. You
automatically"know ' what
pleases, usually cut red tape,
getting at essentials quickly.
Birthdate of: Mm. Richard E.
Byrd, aviator, explorer; ablo
Picasso, world-renowned' ar-




The WNW of the Flint
Baptist Church met October
fifth at the church with Willa
Dean Colson an leader for the
program on "Baptists In
Secular Europe."
Mrs. Colson was assisted in
the program presentation by
Jessie Barrow, Jo Miller,
Rena Hopkins, Sue Miller,
-Pearl Short, and Dot Bailey,
with latter giving the call to
prayer.
Plans were made for the
Blood River WMU Meeting to
be held at Flint Church on
Monday, October 24, at seven
p. m.
The Flint women planned
Bible study programs each
second Thursday of the month




Members of the Murray
Shrine Club met Saturday,
October 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn for the regular
monthly social meeting. A
family style dinner was
served.
Attending - were 2 M rris 1$
Bilbrey, Leroy Todl and
guest, Linda Henry,/Messrs
and Mesdames Jl Arm-
bruster, Norma Klapp,
Charles M. Barer, Cliff
Finney, William offett, Gene
Darnell, Jack Nnrwine, Fred
Westfail, Woodrow Dunn,
John L. Williams, Roy
Folsom, Bobby Fike, Buford
Hurt, Don llobinson, Freed
Cotham, and Clark Joy. -
It's The Most!
The world's most common
sound is the vowel a as in
father. No language is known
dot° be without it.
Gout is in arthritic disease
$250.000 Major Medical Coverav that most often . he
_ Farm Bureau Mm Kee;ettki-YourriM199/11Idtt:OtntiniP, 
. .affecIs




0 Interested in improving my benefits
O Getting married •
I am interested in
0 The Nongroup Program
0 The Medicare SupPlemenl PgfOrem
D Forming an employee group
0 The Student Program



















































Also Available Solid Wood Unfinished
Toy Chest $3500.




*TO DAYS ONLY *
Pine Roll Top Desk










Swivel Rockers Rea 79.95















Complete line of Solid Woold
Gun Cabinets
Maple, Pine & Oak
6 Gun to 10 Gun
Glass Fronts with Hinged











10 Days Only -
1-3 Piece
Bedroom Suite
(2 in stock) Reg. 299.00




$2995As Low As Re!. 49.95
5 in Stock
Bunk Beds




Reg, 99.00 10 Days Only
$2891"
2 In Stock
3 Piece Bedroom Suit
Rag. 409.00 10 Days Only
Me St if Available
$ 06
*90 DAYS SAME AS, CASH
Murray Furniture
Mart • 153-B616





The U.S. Senate has voted.56 Business and industry. which
to 36 to -lower electric bills for actually - receive much lower
senior citizens by about 40 per ' electric rates than residences,
cent. are bridling at suggestions
This, on balance, is a good their rates should be raised.
move, even though it opens up, Well, -maybe we- all could.
still another hornet's nest in "sta-nd a little extra. bn the bill if
electric rates. Last winter there it will help deserving citizens
were many tales of older people • keep warm. The volume
on social security whose discount given businesses, for
monthly electric bills exceeded, example, was started in the
sometimes-even doubled, thier first place to encourage the use
monthly rental payments. The' of more and - more electricity.
utility bills-sot so high 4bere In this day the whole nationi is
-was -no money left far_ fond.
Such ,a .situation is sir/1ply lrYili* 4rdis_ enurage 
excessive
energy use. Given that-
intolerable, and winter is
coming again. Surely 
premise, it is very hard to find a
rationale_ _far: _continued
'desirable to ease the Ifitirden fOr
the seniors' in our midst. 
discounts to businesses paying
Of course, lowering rates in 
about half the elect;ic rate that
a residential usert does, ac-
has-to take up the slack.,Sen. 
one sector Means that someone fording to Hart-it should be
Gary Har, D=Colo., sponsor of 
remembered also that a
the bill, says the extra cost to 
business can deduct its entire
other electrical ,users will be 
electric bill as an expense on its
income tax. This looks like a
relatively small.
Opponents claim the cost will 
double discount tn industry, • .
exceed $1 billion nationwide. 
whereas the private home pays
This kind of figure is too hard to 
the full freight.
hancllt.—FroV rffuTf a month But -whatever Av 4y -you -slice—
extra Will it cost the average'the--pie:thelotise- ought to-vy
family? And how much more along with the Senate and give
will that -family be paying the senior .citizens a break.
already because of increased With many of them, low-cost
utility costs? - - -electricity. is a necessity; not
• The utilites- say they-should -simply-a- matter of convenience




HEARTLINE it a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questiona_aoclaiely_c__pn?hlems -last. If -
you have a question or 1 problem not
answered in these columns, write
• HEARTLINE. 114 Ea Dayton SL,West_
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include , a stamped, sell-addressed
envelope. the most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I fell a few weeks ago
and broke my leg. When the cast comes
off in a couple of weeks, my doctor says
I'll need therapy for my leg. He said I'd
be an outpatient. Will Medicare cover
this? -C.D.
A. After. the $60 dednctible has been
met, Medicare takes care of 80 per cent
of the "reasonable charges" for all
covered outpatient hospital services
you receive. The hospital will apply for
the Medicare payment and will charge
you for any part of the deductible you
have not met plus 20 per cent of the
remaining -reasonable charges" for
the outpatient services.
If the charge is $60 or less and the
hospital capnot determine how much of
the deductible you have met, it May ask
you to pay the entire bill. If you do, any
Medicare payments that are due will be
paid directly to you. Except in unusual
circumstances, the hospital will
prepare the Medicare claim for you. If
you ever need help with your claim, get
in touch with your S'ocial Security
office.
When you pay an outpatient bill $60 or
less, here is what happens:
- If you have already met the
deductible, Medicare will pay you 80
per cent, of the "reasonable charges"
for the outpatient selites.
- If you have not met the deductible,
Medicare will credit you with the
amount you paid. If that amount plus
any part of the -deductible you have
previously met for the year adds uP to
more than $60, Medicare's Medical
Insurance willpay you 80 oer cent of the
"reasonable - charges" above the
deductible.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has developed -Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been
compl.etely  updated and is written in
easy-to-understand, quail-on-and-
answer form. It includes a complete
explanation of Medicare's Parts "A"
and "B.," an explanation of "reasonable
charges" and a .sample Medicare claim
form withinstructions on how to fill it
out.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Aletandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old ad
am retired. 1, would bo. interested in
-doing volunteer work in my area. Can
you help me find any organization that
aocepts volunteers? - J.C.
A. Heartline has compiled a list of. .
. •













Time to saddle up? • 7




MESQUITE, Tex. Lower-middle President, six Carter voters have
income _ eaters ..of . Dallas County _ defected. That is no dramatic reversal
,Precinct No; 267, beleaguered by rising  but hints of trouble among Southern
Tood and fiiel costs, would stiff-vote frir--'1white- a.vorkees- -essential T6 Jimmy
Jimmy Carter today but are losing hope - 'Carter's election.
he really' will help them qr, indeed, is The Carter disillusionment of 1977,
Much different from other politicians. just as the Carter support of 1976, is tied
"It seems to me like everything's just . to. a deep public -longing for a, leader
the same as it- was before he Was " who canhelp them. "I thought he would
:elected," the 26-year-old wife of a home be a. more forceful leader," said the 51-
insulation installer told us. Would she _.yearagd Wife of a .retired factory
vote for President Carter or for former foreman who adds she would vote for
President Ford if the election were held Ford today. "I don't know of anything
again today? After an embarrassingly he's done that he said he would," a 33-
long pease, she replied: "Carter - I year-old machinist told us. This Carter
guess." voter does not know whom he would
That typifies interviews with -57------ -vote for today. -
• registered -voters in Mesquite'salu. These few ay/items are the tip of the
Precinct 267, conducted with the help of • iceberg. Many loyalist Carterites are
"these orghnizdtiOns has been lent" to
--you. Anyone interested in receiving-a--
list of these associations should write
• 'Heartline aService,;--114-E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose a long, self-
a-ddressed, StaiiiPecTiliVelorietwith
request. 4—
HEARTLINE: I am approaching the
age of retirement .and I think I am
qualified for a pension from my
company. What things should I know
about my pension? I cannot seem to get
any definite information from my
union. - R. B. -
A. Heartline has seen many cases of
individuals who thought they would be
covered by a pensiou taut later found out
that they were not. To determine
whether you meet the requirements of
your plan and what its benefits will be,
-Consult the personnel manager of your
company. Do this now and ask the
following questions:
- How much does the plan pay in
benefits?
4 — Does the plan provide Continued
medical and life insurance benefits?
- Does the plan provide benefits to
survivors? _ .
- How many years of service are
needed to qualify?
- Does the plan provide for early
retirement?
- Does the plan provide for
disability retirement?
- Does the plan provide the option
for additional coverage if an employe
contributes to it?
- Does the plan offer the option of
coverage for an employe's widow?
Bible Thought
Thou• therefore endure
hardness, as a good soldier .of
Jesus Christ. H Timothy--2:3.
Hardships are easier to bear
when we face themwith 111Th.
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every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
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Patrick Caddell's Cambridge Survey lesa than happy. A young salesman, a
'Research. A blue-collar neighborhood solf-described conservative Democrat
uie.,d medcouplesian 
(income, YClan"al treailes."
median __./iispaenaman eihrcoasueses the ,-of
oteyroskngage,
marri
$13,287), -this-preginct . was carried. 4.Cornmi n sts could take over," resents.;
narrowly by Mr. Carter, last year after "amnesty for draft dodgers" and
supporting Republicans in recent complains "Carter hasn't done that
presidential elections. - _attach. "- N15'ertheIesS, hewould vote for
While 40 of -our757 voters ..said they the President again:. - _
voted for Mr. Carter last year, only 36 This loyalty can be explained partly
would today. Since this includes, two
1976 Ford voters switching to the
.by , Mr.. Carter's continued ,personal.




A French film entitled "Mouchette,"
written and directed by Robert
Bresson, will begin at 7 p. m. in Room
423 of the Price Dole Fine Arts Cent?.
The film is the third program in the
Fine Arts Film Series.
Thursday, October 27
This is the last day to enroll in second
half-semester classes for credit.
Classes must be attended on this date.
Friday, October 28
Murray State's cross-country team
will host Southeast Missouri University
at Cape Girardeau, in a dual meet at
the Murray Country Club, beginning at
11 a.m.
The MSU Homecoming Tennis
Tournament will be held at the MSU
courts, beginning at 8 a. m. The tourney
is open to all MSU alumni, their guests,
faculty, staff and friends of the
University. Entry of fee is $5.00.
The MSU Homecoming Golf
Tournament will be held at Oaks
Country Club. Tee off times start at 9 a.
m. Entry fee is $5.00.
A reunion of former Training School-
College High-University School faculty
- open to former faculty, their spouses
of deceased faculty members -7- will be
herd at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord beginning a 6p. m.
A banquet' honoring Richard ( Doc)
Farrell, retired chairman of the
Department of Music, will begin at 6 p.
m. in the Beshear Gymnasium of the
Student Center.
EJe agriculture alumni dinner will be
at the Colonial House Smorgasbord at 7
p.m. Tickets.are $5.00 each.
The Homedoming concert, "A
Tribute to Doc Farrell:4p featirirhig
internationally-known trombonist Kai
Winding, the Murray State Jazz Band,
Jazz Combo, and the Trombone Choir
will begin at 8 p, ni. in the Lovett.
Auditorium. There is no. admission
charge.
Saturday, October 29
A music department Homecomina,
breakfast in honor of Richard
Firrell will begin.4.7:30 a. m. in
Winsr-Cafeteria. •
A reunion of the members of the 1937
Murray State football team will begin
at 9 a. m. in the Racer Room of Stewart
--Stadium.
The Homecoming parade, beginning
at 9:30 a. m. and led by the MSU
Marching Thoroughbred Band, will
move from the campus to downtown
Murray and back. Featured will be high
school bands from across the area, and
colorful floats depicting the parade
theme, "Charlie Brown's Halloween
Homecoming."
Murray State Homecoming
highlight, the Alumni smorgasbord will
start at 11 a.m. in the Student Center.
Tickets are $4.00 a plate.
The Racers will meet Eastern
Kentucky at 2 p. m. in Stewart Stadium
in an OVC football game. Colorful
pregame activities, including crowning
of the 1977 MSU Homecoming queen are
scheduled to begin at 1:30 p. m. Tickets
are $4.00, $3.50, 12.50, and $1.50, care of it." How long such voters will
Halftime activities will include continue to support the President
recognition of the 1937 football team seems highly doubtful.
members, and a performance by the
Marching Thoroughbred Band with
nationally-known trombonist Kai
Winding as featured soloist.
Murray President and Mrs.
Constantine Corns will be hosts for the
traditional MSU Homecoming
Reception at Oakhurst ediately
following the Murray ttr:-Eastern
Kentucky football game. All alumni
and friends of the university are
invited. The approximate beginning
time will be 4:30 p.m.
A reunion of faculty, graduates,
former students, and student teachers
at the University Laboratory School,
known through the years as the
Training School, College High and
University School, will be held at 6 p. m..
in the West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center on College Farm
Road.
Sunday: October 31)
The Murray Civic Music Association
will present the Louisville Symphony
Orchestra.- at 3:30 .p. m. in Lovett
• Auditorium. Aimission is by Civic
7s4ps iationlisiiibershigAird 'or
sazo's.‘ • .
per cent favorable rating. In contrast
'these voters rated Mr. Carter's
performance as PregidentatslalY-52Per
cent favorable- ;
Arnenic though this overall rating-ta-,-
it is healthier than these voters' view of
the President's approach to specific
problems. While approving the way he
--_:hdles unemployment, they are
„evenly split over the Carter approach to
the Middle East and the Soviet Union.
But they disapprove of his efforts on
inflation ( by 2 to 1) and energy.
Significantly, these interconnected
issues, inflation and energy, most
disturb the yoring wage-earners of
Precinct 267. The plush skyscrapers of
Dallas to theiriTtt, 15 minutes away clo-
the freeway, are a world removed from •
these modest homes where not even
combined salaries •Of lithbands end"
wives can cover rising food prices and
utility costs. Thus, when only 16. voters
..:_favored the Carter energy plan, they
Were giving fhe President "no
confidence" on the issue that,bothers
them most. _
Unlike the Dallas corporate
executives, these Mesquite voters are
opposed to natural gas price
deregulation by 3 to 2. But despite-Mr,
hiSIJ student identification card.
-
Carter s prolonged attack against
deregulation, 25 voters were unsure of
his position, 17 thought he favored
deregulation and only 16 believed he
opposed it. This astonishingly fuzzy
perception can perhaps be explained
partly by candidate Carter's support
for deregulation. • . ,
The President's reduced status here
has no apparent connection with Bert
Lance. Of .32 voters who had followed
the case, an overwhtelmmg majority
applauded the President for letting
Lance quit gracefully.
Mr. Carter's mistake in Mesquite is
not Lance but Panama, with voters
opposing the treaties nearly 2-to-1. The
canal question was volunteered by
seven voters as Mr. Carter's worst act
as President; no other issue was
mentioned negatively by more than two
voters. -
Jimmy Carter's status in Precinct 267
emerges clearly in the attitude of one
1976 Ford voter who supports
Carter today. "I guess I've
satisfied with Carter so far for at least
IP 
trying," the young wife of a customer
service operator told us. But she could
think of no action by Carter she liked,
opposes his energy pirtrand denounces
the Panama Canal treaties in
Reaganesque language: "I feel we built
it; it's ours after all these years we took
en
ABOUT THIS PAGE_'
.•y Editorials, columns and other
_opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for .the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger 81
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not- agree with an editorial
stand or the- ideas presented by_lin
individual writer in a colurrin ' or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token: if an issue has
not been discussed orrthls page and
a reader feels.that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,






Boyce McCuiston, Calloway County
Forest Ranger, warns residents that
the frost, sun, and wind has dried out
the grass and leaves and that fires have
begun to pop up in the county.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Erma
Jane Milton, age 76.
New officers of the Murray-Calloway
County Shrine Club are Bill Moffett,
Don Robinson, Mike Baker, Charles M.
Baker, and John L. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Brandon
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Margaret Faye, to Army
Specialist Fourth Class James A.
Gibson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Gibson of Trenton, Tn.
reunion of the Grogan family-was
held October 22 at the Ellis Community
Center, Murray.
20 Years Ago
Joe Miller, Jim Washer, Larry
Pritchard, John Ed. Foster, James
Harmon, Tomrnye-Tayldr, Clayton
Pritchard, Ben- Nix, and Paul Ray
_attended the Preview showing of the .'•
new 19§1---ziodel Dodge trucks at • -
Evansville, Ind.
Coach Rex Alexander discuissed the .
forthcoming basketball schedule at '—
Murray State College at the meetinglif
the Murray LiOns Club.
'Robert Baar directed the A cappella
choir of Murray State College for the
first children's concert of the season for
all local students on October 22. This is
cosponsored by the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club and the
Department of Music of Murray, State
College.
The Suburban Homemakers Club Was
organized at the home of Mrs. Billy
Edmonds on October 17.
"Naughty mnauguzyprivhty New 0e4lei3Thtre.ansshowing
at 
is at o '
30 Years Ago
The Girl Scouts will dedicate the new
club house on Sharpe Street in the
Murray City Park on October 26 with
I. -Mrs: C. S7 (Lillie' n) Lowry as mistress-----
of ceremonies. Other speakers will
include Miss Mayrelle Johnson, Mrs.
Garnett (Sadie Nell) Jones, Mrs.
George ( Lochie ) Hart, and the Rev. T.
H. Mullins.
One hundred and, forty parking
--meters were installed on both sides of
-the court square in downtown Murray -_- --
yesterday.- CP '"
Wildy oBerry has accepted the
chairmahthrti 'of- the Veteriiiii--
Organizatioir et-the:ealioway -Coent3r:'- -
Democrats.
Cheerleader's' at -Lynn Grove
School are Doris Lee Farris, rue- '
_Jones, Evon Suiter, and Wanda Lou
Lamb.
New officers of the Agriculture Club •
at Murray State College are Talmadge
Burkeen, _ F_rank Nance, _James
Cullivan, Louis Kerlick, and Marian
Brown,
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 24, the 297th
day of 1977. There are 68 days left in the
year. _ •
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the United
Nations Charter went into force as the
Soviet Union became the 29th nation to
ratify it.
On this date:
In 1603, James I was proclaimed king
of. England, Scotland, France and
Ireland.
1048, the Peace of Westphalia
ended the Thirty Years War,
In 1795, Poland was partitioned by
Prussia, Austria and Russia.
In 1929, prices collapsed on the New
York Stock Exchange.
In 1952, presidential candidate
Dwight Eisenhower said he would go to
Korea to end the Korean War if elected.
In 1964, Northern Rhodesia became
the independent republic of Zambia.
Ten years ago: Egyptian oil
installations in the port city of Suez
were set afire by Israeli shells during a
three-hour artillery exchange across
the southern end of the Suez Canal.
Five years ago: Democratic Sen.
George McGovern :of South Dakota
accused President Richard Nixon of
'prolonging the Vietnam War for
political reasons_
One year agor-A fire swept a social
club in the Bronx section of New York,
and 25 young people perished.
Today's birthday: Former pro
football star Y.A. Tittle is 51 years old.
• Thought for today: There are no
tricks in plain and simple faith -
William Shakespeare, 1564-1616.
Isn't It Tlie Truih
The interesting thing about Congress
is not that it does so many things that
are questionable, but that it goes about
its business ,of doing them With such
grave, considered and pompous
indifference to good morals: like
opening its sessions with a chaplain's
prayer and then spending the rest of , •
1169 cutting tl,,00taasoeven sometimes .
itS own'



















*Ultra Suede *Super Chamois *Ultimate Suede
•1-6 Yd. Lengths
•36" to 60" Wide
•All Machine Wash




itY Polyester-Wool Challis Dress Prints
48% Polyester-20% fool





Open Mon.-Fri..9 AM - 8:30 PM




BAN NAN ER ICAA
ii•hir•MI &It
GO" SUPER SUEDE KNIT PLUS
98
Yard
HEAVY BLAZER WEIGHT VELVETEEN
Yard
410
•Looks Like Fine Wool & Camel Hair
•But . . . Washes Like The Dacron knit
It Reilly Is
'Ideal fgr Children's Coats. . . And Yours Too!
'Many Colors
Fabric
GO" Polyester "Camel Hair" Coating
39Yard
A Super Anniversary Spedal!





'Values to $9.98 Yd.
*Suedes *Heavy Pant Weights


















Vogue ENTIRE STOCK Simplicity
PATTERNS 1/2 PRICE
With $20 Purchase
Limit 2 Per Customer
McCalls Kwik.Sew Butterick
•40"-45" Wide















*Black *White • 10 Fall Colors
*Reg. 60C Spool
5 Spools For- 100
GO" LOOK Of WOOL SPORTSWEAR
*Plaids, Tweeds, & Flannel Solids To Match
*Reg. $4.98 Yard —
*Machine Washable
'Perm-Press — No-Ironing Required
49
Yard
To Mom • • •




Great gift for Mom!








Regular value $16 75
. While supply lasts
Packaged al only$ 798
With. $ 211..QQ bath's"
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LOW SCORER - Betty Lowry, center, is congratulated by Sue Costello, left, and Toni Hopson,
co-chairmen of this year's ladies golf activities at the Murray Country Club, after she was
recognized at the ladies' annual awards dinner for having posted the lowest 18-hole score of the
- year, a 78.
THE WINNAHS! - Winners of the flights in the ladies' medal and match play tournaments at
the Murray Country Club this year are shown following their awards dinner last Wednesday at
the club. Seated, from the left: Inus Orr, first flight, match play; Venela Sexton, championship
flight, match play; Jerlene Sullivan, championship, medal play; Toni Hopson, first flight, medal
play; and Diane Villanova, second flight/ medal play. Standing, from the left: Edith Garrison,
-second flight, match play; Betty Scott, third flight, medal play; and Cindy Ashby, fourth flight in
both the medal and match play tournaments. Jean Doxie, winner of the third flight_in the match
Play tournament, was not present.
Top Honors At Murray Club
Go To Sullivan And Sexton
Jerlene Sullivan and Venela
Sexton went home with the top
trophies of the year last
Wednesday night as the ladies
-arthe Murray Country—Club
wound up their 1977 golfing
season with their annual
*awards banquet.
Mrs. Sullivan left cradling
the winner's trophy in the
championship flight of their
medal play *tourriament, won -
early in the year, while Mrs.
Sexton carried off the
championship trophy in the
match play tournament after
defeating Phyllis Kain in its
finals in late August.
More than 50 of the club's
lady golfers were on hand for
the awards dinner, presided
over this year by the co-
chairmen, Sue Costello and
Toni Hopson. Margaret
Shuffett is the incoming, 1978
chairman,





gross; Evelyn Jones, low net;
and Mrs. Kain . and .Carol
Hibbard, tied -for second
place, low net.
First flight: Mrs. HoAon,
winner; Euvie Mitchell,
second place: low gross; and
Mrs. Costello, low net.
Second flight: Dianne
Villanova, winner; Edith
Garrison, second low gross;
Anna Mary Adams, first
place, low net; and Louise
Lamb, second place, low net.
Third flight: Betty Scott,
winner, and Jean Doxie, low
net.
Fourth flight: Cindy Ashby,
winner; Aurelia Batts,
second, and Vickie Baker,
third.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
I WILL TALK TO YOU, at any time about your law en
orcement problems on a one-to-one basis. TE





The OnN Experienced Candidate . -
Paid Ad Pahl For By Ted Alexander """'""
Ruzich A Knockout In First Start
Racers Even OVC Mark
With 1 3-1 0 Win In Dome
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor ,
David Ruzich was a literal
knockout Saturday afternoon
in the Minidome at East
Tennessee State University.
Starting for the first time at
quarterback for Murray State,
Ruzich gave a knockout
performance in directing the
Racers to 'a 13-10 win.
Ruzich connected on 15-of 26
passes for 171 yards as he
controlled the Racer offense
with his powerful right arm.
His aerial bombs helped
deliver the knockout punch iji
the final minute then after the
-game, East Tennessee -clottgr"-d
Roy Frazier resigned. So
Ruzich knocked out a team, a.
coach and milked -the
Homecoming for the Bucs.
But the knockouts aren't
quite finished yet.
"I'll say, one thing, David
may not be the offensive
player of the week in the.
conference but he'll sure get
the Purple Heart Award,"
MSU coach Bill Furgerson
said.
"He was carried off the field
three times and once they had
to "Stop the game for several
minutes because he was ac-
tually knocked out on the
field," Furgerson added. _
Ruzich was at his best when
the pressure was on. Early in
the fourth period, East Ten-
nessee had scored to take a 10-
3 lead. - . •
• "It was like a bad omen,"
Furgerson said.
"That place was getting
Evelyn Jones and Dianne
-Villanova tied for low putts in
the tournament, while Mrs.
Villanova also was awarded
thitharles•Sext-iin Memorial
Trophy, Which this year went
to the winner of the second
flight in the tournament.
In the medal play tour-
nament, the award winners
were:
Championship flight: Mrs.
Sexton, the winner, and Mrs.
Kain, the runnerup.
First Flight: Inus Orr,
winner, and Toni Hopson,
runnerup.
Seeand . flight: Edith
Garrison, winner, and Louise
Lamb, runnerup.
Third flight: Jean Doxie,
winner, and Mickey Phillips,
runnerup. -
Fourth flight: Cindy Ashby,
winner, and Jennie Hutson,
runnerup.
Dorothy Fike was named
the "most improved golfer of
the year," and Mrs. Lowry
was recognized for having
turned in the lowest 48-hole
score of the year, a 78.
two of the three interceptions,
the linemen tipped the ball,"
Furgerson added.
East Tennessee tied the
game at 3-3 with 4:16 left in the
third period on a field goal by-
Bobby Neff. The Bucs then
took the lead on their first-
possession of the fourth _
quarter as Sammy Simpson
pitched to Charles Clark who
went 47 yards down the
sideline on the option and the
Bucs had a 10-3 lead, setting
the stage for Ruzich who then
quickly directed the Racers
downfield for the tying TD and
gad' diog-againstthe pass, the----iater directed the drive that
Racers then relied on John- ended in the winning field goal
son. In six carries, Johnson by Lagorce.
gained 26 yards while tailback The high-powered East
Austin Perine carried twice /Tennessee offense was held tol•
for a gain of seven yards. only 251 yards in the game
The Racers worked down to while the Racers rolled up 337.
the Bucs' four and had a Freshman Danny Lee Johnson
fourth and goal situition. A
very hot and sticky and it penalty moved the ball back to
the nine then Lagorce came in
and booted a 26-yard field
goal, snapping the tie and
giving the Racers the -13-10
Magic Tr i ---- le-ad with l44 left.
_noeiiasicague We were still worried
'Team"' W L
Di delandrenter i7-, because Dennis Law-is one of".
Dennison Hurtr 





NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -
Funeral services were
scheduled today in
Montgomery, Ala., for Roy
Riley Jr., a sportswriter for
newspapers in Tennessee,
Alabama and Georgia.
Riley, a former resident of
Evergreen, Ala., died of a
heart attack early Sunday
wt)le visiting friends in
Birmingham, Ala. He was 34.
Riley's 16-year newspaper
career included work as a
sportswriter with the
Montgomery Advertiser;
assistant sports editor with
the Birmingham Post-Herald,
sports editor of the Opelika
(Ala.) Daily News and
reporter with the Columbus
(Ga.) Enquirer.
He was a saortswriter with
-the.--Nashville Banner at the
time of his death, joining the
newspaper in May after
spending three y,ears
prodficing The Sports Page, a








Lee Johnson went right on- a - -One of them almost
sweep and easily' scooted into_sesulted.in a touchdown_ Roy
the endzone. Hank Lagorce Hackley ran one back-58 yards
a Ed ifie-TrArare "10-f6 tie Taut was tacifed on the 10-ya-id-
with 8:40 remaining in the
contest.
-We had been playing very
tough on defense for the whole
game and we knew the
toughest part was yet ahead,"
Furgerson said.
The defense rallied to the
occasion. On its next series,
East Tennessee ran three
plays and punted.
Billy Lewis returned the ball
from the Ra-,.r 41 to the 49. Cul
the first play, Ruzich con-
nected with Gary Brurn for a
gain of 14 and again, the
-Racers were threatening.
While East Tennessee was
"18 8 the 
' 
finest receivers In Alt




12 12 After -the flues' Mark
Personality Beauty spop  -Basel! was sacked by Sam
Bea utV Box -  
Bank Of Murray _ 11 13
44 yards, Hutsell hit Law with an
.10 14 18-yard pass and the clock Was • 9
stopped with just three
Dennison Hunt- -Iv seconds left and the Bucs had
Beauty Box 
Peoples Bank 












Hi Ind :Game •• •
Franklin for a loss of- nine"
799 - the ball on the Racer 42.
, Gary: Pless came in to try a
. Ter
, mg desperation 58-yard field goal
1017 and the kick fell far short and
2270 the Racers had the win,
2248 -evening their league mark at
2115
2-2. 
25 One of the reasons for the
2922
 z3.14 defense played so well was the
fact they had a lot of time to
Betty Parrish203
Sondra Rice .. 192. rest.
Nancy Weber ...... 192 The Racers had 80 offensive
High Ind. Game 4111
Betty Parrish., - 247 plays .in the game, the Bucs
TRACK FIELD...
NEW YORK - Bill Rodgers
of Boston, Mass. outran a
record field of ;Pore than 5,000
runners and won the grueling
New York City Marathon, for
the second straight year.
'The 29-year-old- Rodgers





High Ind. Series SC
Judy Hale 
Nancy Weber 


















"The defense didn't have to
507 spend much time on the field
50,3 in the first halt.; Furgerson
said.
660
gm -The first time we had the
835 ball in the first quarter, we
1'67 went 55 yards in 14 playkbut
• 5.62_ we missed a field goal attempt
153 from 33 yards. The next time,
151 we went eight plays and had a-150
150 pass intercepted but it wasn't
147 anybody's fault. The throw
147
iv was right on the mark but
Racer Harriers Capture
First At Western Meet
The Murray State.cross.country team upped its composite
record to 48-1 by defeating six other teams to win the Western
Kentucky Invitational Saturday in Bowling Green.
The Racers had 30 points and easily outdistanced the run-
nerup Hilltoppers who finished in second" with 81 points.
Other scores included Cumberland College - 110, Memphis
State 124, Southeast Missouri 134, Northern Kentucky 191.
Fisk College 358 and Middle Tennessee along with Austin
Peay competed but did not field a full team.
The top 15 runners all received plaques.
Randy Emelancon, a former great at Arkansas and now a
graduate student at Memphis Sate, won the five-mile race in
24:52.1. Emelancon is regarded as an international-class run-
ner.
Second place went:to-Murray State senior Martyn Brewer
who finished in .25:11-while third went to Western's Bob
Swann who was nine seconds behind Brewer.
The Racers then took the next two places with freshman
Jerry Odin taking fourth in 25:24 and Richard Charleston fif-
th in 25.30. Then in sixth came Tommy Smith of Cumberland
College in 25:40. The Courier-Journal ran a feature a couple
of weeks ago and labeled Smith as the best cross country run-
ner in the state.
Austin Peay took seventh and eighth places then came
Dave Warren of 110turFay hit* in 26:06 and Brian Rutter of
the Racers 10th in 26:09, both performances being sub-par.
Ed Raposo of Memphis was 11th in 26:14 then came Pat
Chimes of the Racer t in 12th with a 26:21 and Dave Rafferty
in 13th in the same time. The top 15 was rounded out by-David
Collins of the Mason-Dixon Track Club in 14th and Ron Becht
of Western Kentucky in 15th.
The Racers -host • Southeata 'Missouri and SRI-
dwarcisville.in a 4. p.m. triangu14t Meet- at the, riarraY
Country. Club Fridify.
gained 85 yards on the ground
to lead in that department






The Murray State women's
cross country-tau- tagtorded
dual meet win by taking a 22-
36 decision over host Memphis
State Saturday. "
Glenda Calabro coveted the
three-mile course in 19:43 and
came in second to pace the
Racers-.
Murray took the next three
positions with Becky Beck-
man third in 20:55, Sharon
Macy fourth in 21:05 and
Camille Baker fifth in 21:26.
Lynn Barber rounded out the
top five for the Racers as she
came in eighth in 22:38.
Other Racers who ran were
Pattie Bittel ninth in 22:42,
Debbie Bittel 11th in 22:45,
Mary Ann McConnell 12th in
23710, Pat Taylor 13th in 23:50,
Margaret Kopatz 14th in 24:32
and Anne Moore 15th in 25:12.





Donnie Allison kept up a
seaying pace the entire
distance, powering his way to
a 7.9-second victory over
Richard Petty in the
American 500 Grand National
stock car race.
Cale Yarborough wrapped
up his second consecutive







closing in around us,"
Furgegson said in reference to
the Minidome. 
nOn the ext series for the
Racers, Ruzich got hot with
his arm and the Racers began
closing in on tying the game.
Ruzich hit on passes for 15,
1.4.„ 11,. 12 and seven yards as
the Racers moved from their
own 26 down to the Buc-
canneer 10-yard line.
On a first and goal from the
10, freshman tailback Danny
Gary_ firum -was pushed down
by the defensive back who
then caught the ball,"
Furgerson added.
Murray's first score came
with 6:50 left in the first half
when the Racers ran off 17
plays and ended up with a 341_
lead when Lagorce hit on a 21-
_yard field goal,
"They brought in their ace
quarterback, Mark Hutsell,
and we intercepted three of his
passes in the last 6:50 of the
half," Furgerson said.
added 43 yards.
It marks the second LW-
secutive weekend the Racers
have. won a Homecoming and
Saturday, the most important
of those three Homecomings is
-set as the Racers host Eastern
Kentucky.
"Eastern is healthy again,"
Furgerson said:. ..
"When they lost down -at
Middle, they left eight people
at home. All eight are going to
Women Netters
Break Even In
line after the horn sounded. On Weekend May
The Murray State women's
tennis team continued to play
' at a .500-clip as they broke
even in a triangular match
this weekend in Bowling
Green.
The Racers fell 7-2 to the
host Hilltoppers but •
rebounded for a 9-0 shutout
• over Ball State.
Mury 
Yvonne Utley won at her 16( 
East Ta.





Utley combined with Karen 171
ID-27-1 Passes Comp_
Yards Passing 108





doubles for the only Racer 33 z3
victories apinst the 88-8 .. -••-•z- • --- Rushing,- 
37.4
-Miltperi. Kathy Lindstrom Perine 32. Ruzich 3, Fran 43', flr6oma
Punting AY
lost her number three singles -1, Johnson 135, Brurn '6, Rushing -2,
Brown 5 and Hudspeth 7. East Tennessee
match on a 5-4 tiebreaker. 1431 - Simpson 31, Clark 116, Gregory 8
-.But against Ball State, and Hutsell-n1s2.
.-everyone won in straight sets. Braaten 3-51, :Brum 
 Murray_ 15-17 1, 
Thomas 
344-,
Franklin 2-17, Johnson 2-14, SwearingenKaren Weis won 6-0 and 6-3
1-11 and Robbins 1-7 East Tennesseeat one, Lyn Martin won 6-1 and rio-ios) -Law 5-65, Parham 2-27, Dukes
6-4, at two, Anne Ress won 6-0. 2-6 andshirnett 1-10
be down here when we play
Saturday. And we are
probably' in the worst shape
we've been all year.
"Our game 'with East
Tennessee was one of the most
physical games we've had in
some. time. They had five
players carried off the field
and we had four, not even
counting the three times
Ruzich was taken off.
"Mike Dickens will be a
question mark for Saturday
and Ruzich is shaken up a
little. Most all of our backs
have bruised shoulders and
our receivers took their share
of buriffis and" bruitO'V'
Furgerson added. 1 _
However, the Racers have
some added incentive. -
A win Saturday would
sq,:lre the season record at a
respectable 4-4 and the Racers
have only to play at Western




and 6-2 at three, Lindstrom Hackley 1 and McFarland 1. East Teri
won 6-2 and 6-1 at four, Leanne nessee Fumill) — Traywice k 1. NI •
Owen won three and three at McFarland 1. TennesseeEanste . urray (11)1 -
five and at number six, Utley Dukes 1'
won a shutout match. 
'Tackles for minus yardage: Jeff Boyd,
In the doubles against Ball 
three for -10, Willie Wilson one for -5,
Samr.FrInklin one for -9 and Bud Foster
State, Martin-Ress won 6-2 c'neRacens' leading tacklers. McFarland
6T and 3A, Boyd 5T and IA. Wilson 4Tand 6-2 at number one, Weis- 
and 2A. Foster 4T. Craig 4T and 2A.
Utley won 670 and 6-3 at two 
How They Scored
and at number three, Owen-.- -- startar 6:50 left In second quarter.
Lindstrom won 6-3 and 6-1.. ..... uLagarce 31:yard field goal. Murray leadX
The Racer women netters East. 416 left in third quarter, Neff
37-yard field goal. Game tied at 14.Will plapat Lexington Friday_ : East: 12:29 left In game, clarion-yens .
and Saturday in the KWIC.. no. PAT by Neff. East leads lailt, -
tournament. They end their ,sictrray, 8-40 left inigarne, Johnson 10-
regular season- with-- ik: -54,- 1:1."";,-1-f4Irfrilen'i Garne, le.atigedorce1 -








A delicious Steak that
will melt in your mouthl ..We serve
it sizzlin' hot with your choice
of potato and a thick slice
of Stockade Toast. 0
INCLUDES
Free
Salad Bar and Drink




moan 11 a in -10p m Weekday's- 11 a.m -10-V p m.Sat• &Sun
10% PENALTY
will be added to City of Murray
Property Taxes If Not Paid
BEFORE NOV. 1, 1977
Taxes May Be Paid At The
City Hall Building at 5th and Poplar Streets
Monday thru Friday 8 AM - 5 PM
and on
Saturday, Oct. 29, 1977
11 AM - 4 PM
Jo Crass
City Clerk
CS East led early in the second
id • period. -
- • Bentoa, which - ran -reverse
plays -for most o(---tWwf--
- ternoon; -stored midway








Truckenr - 16 4
Fearless Foursome 15 5
Invincibles 10 10
Hot Rollers -10 10
B.A.-Gang  It
4 Loafers- - .11-• -
Team.,No. 5 6 14
Hot Shots 6 14




High Team Game HC
Fearless Foursome 772
4 Loafers  •  752
trot ftotlers - - - • 740
High Team Series i SC) .
Fearless Foursome • 1703
Truckers 1646
4 Loafers 1585
High Team Series ( HC I
.. 4 Loafers • „ . 2167
Fearless-Foursome - 2159
Hot Rollers • -2144
. High Ind. Game-IBC!.  - •
Men




Jane Houghton - 158
157



















Tom Byars  Id
166
10-yard Jun around left end
and added the conversion to
trim the East lead to 16-8.
After East took the kickoff
and lot the ball on downs,
Benton again threatened. But
Garrison intercepted a pass on -
the East 25 as the hall ended.
Near the end of-the-third
period, Garrison took the ball
on a reverse and went 75 yards
for the score. Garrison broke
- four tackles on the play. The
_ _conversion failed and East led
224.
Using a few passes and a lot
of reverses, Benton trimmed
the lead down as they scored
on a three-yard plunge, the
conversion felling, and it was
a 22-14 game at the end of the
third period.
In the middle of the fourth
period, the Lakers had the ball
on the Benton 30. Garrison
went right and tried to pass,
couldn't find anyone open and
;changed directions. The rem&
-was a 30-yard TD- run and A28-
14 lead for East. •
Late in the final period,
Benton scored on a 25-yard TD
.to make it 28-20. The con-
version play was halted as the
Benton runningback got hit by
East linebacker David.
Dugger. That proved to be a
big play as East 'fumbled on
their next possession.
a touchdown, enabled the
Cowboys- -to nose out theennts Tourney Eagles 16-10.
Zeikel had the ball on. the
East tallaway 30=yard line
when time expired in the
contest.
Garrison picked up nearly
200 yards on the ground while
Torsak had approidmately_100




Ricky _ McKinney, James
Hnimahell and Ronnie Bryan._
The East-eighth graders will
play at Mureay Middle
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. while the
seventh graders have a game
set for Wednesday at North
In Sunday's other action it
Eddie Hunt combined with winning 4-6y-7-5 and 6-4 'over was -Flew England 17,
Carol-Julian to win the Mixed Charlie Warner and Andrea Baltimore 3; -San Francisco
Doubles Tournament held this Hogancamp ; and Gene 28, Detroit 7-; Kansa.s Clty21,
weekend by the Murray Landolt-Gay Crass wizming 6- San Diego 16; St. Louis 49,
Tennis Association. The- 7, .6-4 and 6.2 over Ben - New Orleans 31; Oakland 28, Mel Gray caught pastes
matches wen, played_ Off Hoganthiiip- end -- --tbs- Now- X-4114L-74.141-_-_47.7.---Arom -quitterbark Jim- -Mart
Pittsburgh 27; Houston' 10;. and 'running AtiCk Terry.Murray High School eourta_i: - Lance. -
Hunt and Wiin the All the firsTio--iindlosera Atiantirtit-Ctdeago -Metcaff for touctidoW1W-111111
championship match In another chance as a con- 31) Seattle 13; Cleveland 77, Wayne Morris scored four
Buffalo 16;., Green Bay 13, times on short yardage runs instraight sets ILI they defeated solation bracket was,also held.
Tampa Bay 0, and the New St. Louis' wideopen -victory.the team of Gene Landolt and • In the quarterfinals of the
Gay Crass 7-6 and -6-2. The consOlation bracket, Doug York Gianta-12.,Washingtonfi. Bobby Scott Passed for two
firet set wai decided on -a- 5-2 Lance and Rosemary Warner minsesata ,visits tAis Angeles--- toughdovms for the Saints,
b eake won- 6-4 and -6-2 over Stev'e tonight. who wiped out the Cardinals'e r r.
Hunt-Julian had to survive Cooper And Terri Burke; "The mark of a good team is , 21-0 leakthilin fell back again.
an extremely rugged Merrill Brick and Sally Crass when reserves- have to come Raiders 28, Jets 27
semifinal match to gain their won 6-1 and 6-2 over ealt in," Miller said - and he knew . Oakland.tviped out the Jets'
yards and Eric Torkelson's
five-yard TD run following a
third-quarter blocked kick.
-Giants 17, Redskins 6
- -Glantz.. -Erto rallied to
beat Washington in their
opening game of the season,
did. it again. They wiped-out
- the Redskins' 64 halftime lead
as Doug Kotar sprinted 17
yards for one TD and Joe
-Pisarcik passed 23 yards to
JirnmyRobinson for another.
Named In Suit
CLAYTON, Mo. (AP) - A
suit seeking $3 million in
damages from St. Louis BluesAtlanta. But the Bears' Steve
center Garry Unger and two
PIWAL-Z other persofis has been filed
••`" 1'6 "'al' ̀`''`."`"` by the widow . SI L010recovered - And Haskel
defensaman-Bob-Gassoff, -Stinback tHowed-in miarlaWfts- Gassoff, 24, svas railed mat
_ATOM the "" fne 
ion ths:iir:ibiti'ir-iiiotorrY4e-ne 1145- -
riding collided with a ,cer.
Dolphins 31, Seahawks 13 driven by Douglas Klekainp,
Bob Griese hit Nat Moore 19, of Villa Ridge, Mo.
with a pair of key passes, one Klekamp and Unger's wife
of them for a touchdown, the also were named in the suit, .
other setting up one of Don filed Friday in St. Louis
Nottingham's two scoring County Circuit Court by
runs in the Dolphins' rout of Dianne Gal-soft
Seattle. In the suit, Mrs. Gassoff
Browns 27, Bills 16 contends that Klekamp was
Briniftipe passed for IWO _employed by Unger and wak
touchdowns, one of them a running an errand for him
deflected 52-yarder ic Paul when the collision occurred.
Warfield, in Cleveland's The -suit also -alleges tht
victory over Buffalo. The Billa Klekanm failed to operate his
-got 60 yards from 0..1. _vehicle:en-Abe-eight laneaf,the
Simpson. road. • '
—Packers 13,- Gassoff, his-wife and-other---
Tamkt.13ay, in an instant Blues players were attending
replay o 976, remains the a barbeque at Unger's
only winless team in the NFL Franklin County home when
The Packers did them in on _gip accident occarred„The _
Chester Marcol's second- motorcycle Gassoff was riding
• period field goals of 46 and 44 belonged to Unger. -
Marshall. - berth in the championshiP. In Apperson and Peggy what he was talking about. 27-14 lead as Ken Stabler fired
the semis, Hunt-Julian went Billington; Bob Hopkink_and Craig Morton, who had . his second and third
Jane Houghton
MEMORIAL TROPHY WINNER - Diane Yillanova admires the
Char le Sexton Memorial Trophy, which she won this year for•
winning the seccind flight of the ladies' medal play Of tour-
nament at the Murray Country Club. The trophy, awarded in
memory of one of The club's most active members, goes to the
winner of the different flight in the tournament each year.
This is the sixth year it has been awarded.
••
231 DALLAS - A Dallas federal 
three sets to defeat Nevio
Florez and D2nne Keller
tai judge-ruled that - Dallas
 MO Cowboy lineman 
-II won the first-set
1"'w "e"' 64 then. fell 5-7- in the second to and Hayfield Wright may keep ad te even the moth; in..the
Wanda Cordell •• - $75#4 in bonuses- that theY third set, ft went down to the Hopkins.
Jo Crass on 6-3 and 6-2 Over _ teamed with Jack Dolbm on touchdown passes of the
Don Burke and Sue Outland; an 81-yard go-ahead TD play game', fourth-quarter strikes
-and Sqe)r West and Ellen- #.tate irk 91e first -halt-weld-9u to Fred Biletnikoff strikes lo
Harrell. won 74 and 6-2 over • with an injufy- The Broncos Fred Biletnikoff and Mike
--Ed Chrisman and Pat could have collapsed • but Siani. Stabler was- virtually.
second-year _quarterback overshadowed by New Yorkl. _.
High Ind Serie:P.4G) received from the _eightiv.paint_n"jaabra-aker_44. 4140__avinifinaki_jat_tha.__Cntigi_E'enroaekitiena___, young_ RiehardTodd, _whn
517 Birmingham Americans af the before Hunt-Julian won 5-3 to consolation bracket, Merrill moving, directing a 63-yard threw four TD strikes. A
defunct take ser/-6. Brick fourth -and say cr.,asir. L. &Ma it 'Ye in the 
... V84 League in 1974. . In the other semifinal defeated Doug Lance and pericid tolock matteti up.--'.. - In malthigi,his decision, tr.& Cowboys 16, Eagles 10match, Landolt-Crass had an Rosemary Warner 6-2 and 6-3
45° Dietrirt 
112 Cnnrt judge linnert" thne,TheUerltwas-still- arid ht the other semi match, "Ww're 
glad tobe 6-0-after
M. Hill ruled that Pugh and _a_very_tough match. Landon- Joey West and Ellen Harrell that one, Landry said ?f the,
Wright were entitled to keep Crass won 6-4 and 7-5 over the defeated Bob Uopkins and Jo Cowboys' squeaker in
their bonuses because the
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercing earrings
'10"
FREE r.e.rszto.ol twenty .4.es red raer
n0f. Ont. , 110.1.011. senpcol queley
monies, Iteel Pods. Peneelet tearer* re-
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East talloway-Seventh
Graders Take 28-20 Win
The East Calloway seventh
grade football team ran its
record to 2-1 by winning 28-20
at home over Benton Satur-
day.
On the first possession of the
game for East Calloway, the
Lakars began rolling down the
field on offense. The drive was
capped on a nine-yard run
inside by Dale Torsak. Jeff
Garr json went up the midçlle.
for the conversion and East
led 8-0.
Benton then. took the ball
and bad a drive end at the
East 10 when the Leiters'
-Bobby Wilson picked off a
pass.
— On East's next series, Jeff
Garrison went 14 yards up the
middle to cap the 90-yard
march and Torsak carried in

















. BY 8fiVCELOWITT yards for what turned out to be
the winning touchdown
"I don't believe in Patriots It-Celts 3
letdow," Denver coach ' "It wasn't the whole season
Coach Reeildillershrugged, _ lattilt-wis4lani close to it,"
Coach Toni Landry and his. quarterback Steve Grogan
Dallas Cowboys might do well • said after he completed 11 of
to listen to the man from_the 16 passes for 214-yards-and a
miletfigirtfty. " touthdtwil 1101111R-11-e--tolts.
Maier's _Marvels. sky-14h "Lp.layed timart_er game
after their 30-7 romp over the than I have in long time."
Oakland Raiders a meek ago, While Grogan had plenty of
might have been forgiven-if --time to Pass, Bert Janes was.
they'd turned-in a -lackluster- tont busy by tbs- Putriste
performance in Cincinnati. swarming offense and never
__But they_ wen 2tough as got Baltimore moving.
sBtrenlealsrs'24k-i
ever, with first and second- 49ers 28, Laens 7
lc3k.ing in, to kick the Jim Plunkett, calling his
own signals for the first time
That left them the only this season, connected with
unbeaten team in the National Gene Washington on first-half
-foottiall 1..eti-gue's-Arnsele,an touchdown passes of 32 and35-
- Conferenee-The-Cosrbayshold --yards to beat the Lions for San
_lhatdnction,in-tite-National-.-Eraortsco'sfirst victory of the 
„Conference but-It wasn't season.
east staying-tfuit-Way.-Atter Chiefs 21, Crafters 16 -
emotional victories aver
division:rivets St. Louis 'and
Wishington - the past two
weekends, Dallas looked flat
against Philadelphia and ordy
Eddie Hunt, Carol fulian Wm a blocked Ault, converted-Into
Mixed DoublesT
doubles team of Frank Julian Crass 6-4 and 6-4. Philadelphia. "We were flat
=my.. was given not . for and Lanetteliant*„. - . ..-, -That setup the finaismattar ,afte.r,. St.- - ,Louis and
playing but for the signing of Quarterfinal play found between Brick-Crass and washington a back-to-back.
WFL contracts. Eddie Hunt and Carol Julbui West-Harrell. That takes a lot out of a
Pugh and Wright signed winning 6-3 and 6-3 over In the first set, Brick-Crass
contracts In 1974 saying that Ronnie Dunn and Lochie took a 64 win but in the second The Cowboys were
they would leave the Cowboys Land0r;i Nevi° Flores and set, Vest-Harrell evened sputtering along before Jay
Addy Seese  6:aiming the- 1976 se"' Donna Keller winning 64, 4-8 things up with a 6.4 win. The . -Saldi and CharlieWaters woke
Women _._ After leaving Dallas, they 64 over Bennie Purcell match was decided in the third them up. Saliii blocked a Spike
Nancy Tn(id • • --- • • -- ----1- a-I: - were to receive- another and
laund;l1t14 — - .. '. - - - ..... - * - 1-39— $25,000 from the Americans. lin n - ' • w -- - - ii
a—ii- -a Hughes- Frank- set where Brick-Crass took ̀a .rohei punt in the fourtffi:kriod'
Julian and Lariette Hunt 6-1 victory. and Waters ran-the ball 17
Michigan Upset By Minnesota




This week, Coach Bo
Schembechler won't have to
ask the media to drop his
Michigan Wolverines from the
No. 1 position - in The
Associated Press college
football ratings.
Early in the season, despite
an unbeaten record,
Schembechler said he wished
the voters would do' him a
favor and vote someone else
They heeded his request
when Michigan struggled past
Navy 14-7 but a 41-3 TOW of
highly regarded Texas A&M
- put the Wolverines back on top
and they've been there ever _ e n en, o. 12
-1-Texas A&Pitlient-Itice 28-14,
Until last Saturday. No. 14 Pitt held off Syracuse
In- ft-- stanning - upset; -2&21; UCLA-edged- Nu. -15
Michigan not only was beaten California 21-19, No. 17
by Minnesota 16-0but failed to Brigham Young shaded
score for the first time in 114 Wyoming 10-7, No. 19 Florida
games. That opened the door scered 10 points in the final
for second-ranked Texas and 1:32 to defeatTennessee 27-17
me Longhorns fully expeet to and No. 20 Clemson nipped
be .No. 1 this week following a North Carolina State 7-3.
30-14 triumph over Southern Texas Tech, the No. 13
Methodist. team, was the only member of
"Now that we're No. 1, the Top Twenty to have the
we're going to have to work to weekend off. The Red Raiders
stay there," said kick returner- face Texas next Saturday.
Johnnie Johnson, anticipating Texas had problems with
this week's AP poll. SMU for a while. The
Even Notre Dime Coach Longhorns fell behind on Mike
Dan Devine inquired how the Ford's 11-Yard touchdown
voting might go afterthe 11th- pass to Emanuel Tolbert in the
ranked Irish shocked .No. 5 second period but scored 20
Southern California 49-19, points in the last six 'minutes
, handing the Trtlare4 thttr below halftime and were
worst poundipg since a 51-0 never headed.
rout at the hattklf Nbtre:'' Le.eding the way was Earl




Louisville 55-6, had N. 1 on
his Mind.
"If we lust win our games I




Northwestern 35-15, No. • 6
Oklahoma flattened No. 16
Iowa State 35-16, No. 18
Nebraska whipped No.- 7.
Colorado 33-15, No. 8 Kentucky
buried Georgia 33-0, No. 9
Arkansas trounced Houston
34-0 and No. 10 Penn State
downed West Virginia 49-28.
- •
_ Kansas City took a lot longer
before breaking into the win
column.
With barely 2"2 minutes to
play, San Diego led 16-7. But
Tony Reed bulled in from one
yard out to _cut the margin to
two_ points and, a seant 31
seconds later, safety Tim
Gray dished,. 16 yards with
Rickey' Yonngli hiMble for the
TD that sent the Chiefs home
NIPPY-
Cardinals 49, Sainti 31
through the rain for a career
high 213 yards, including a 58-
yard touchdown run.
"There's a lot of heart under
those jerseys," said Coach
Dan Devine, who may have
saved his scalp in the wake of
a recent flurry of "Munn -
Devine" . bumper stickers.
"This is my most satisfying
victory ever:"
Kenny King, back after a
shoulder injury, rushed for 141
.,.ysrds to page Oklahoma past.
feta State and into
undisputed possession of first
place in the Big Eight.
I.M. Hipp gained 172 yards
as Nebraska turned back
Colorado, Derrick Ramsey
passed for three TIN as
,Kentuckyhanded Georgia.
only ita_third shutout in 14-
years under Coach Vince
Dooley, .Ron Calcagni's two
scoring passes to Charles Clay
95 seconds apart helped
Arkansas whip Houston and
Penn State stretched its
donftnation of West Virginia to
72 years -21 victories and one
tie.
- While Minnesota's defense
was rising to the occasion, the
Gelder). Gophers got a short
touchdown run from Marion
Barber and three field goals
from Paul Rogind.
. Alabama crushed Louisville
as Jeff Rutledge hit Ozzie
Newsome with touchdown
passes of 67 and 32 yards while
Tony Nathan ran 71 yards for
ope_scotre and set up, another
with ilk-yard-punt -
missed extra point by Pat
Leahy was the final margin.
Steelers27,0Uers 10 -
Pittsburgh- quarterback-
Terry Bradshaw paid Houston
back for his injury in a loss to
the Oilers two weeks ago. With
his left wrist in a cast, his
right arm threw two
touchdown passes.
Dan Pastorini, the Oilers'
quarterback also. injured in
that earlier game, should have
missed this one. The -Sfeers
stole five of his passes.
Falcons 16, Bears le
With about two minutes to
go, Chicago appeared to have










I am satisfied ki let the taxpaying voters of Murray_judge my "expertise" based
on my record of six years in City Government. At least I have a reCord-of-a4-
complishment on Humidly council. Even though I max have made mistakes in
judgement at timesrl-ha.ve-been-active in trying to change-things forth eltetterr-
As you read in news stories concerning the last council meeting,the Street
Department has a potential overrun in their budget for [his year. A least I had
sense enough to design a budget that is sufficiently flexible to' take care of
SittiatiOns of this kind. .,, 
.
The Street budget for 1977 was designed in November, 1976 and set by the
council the following December. Thus it was enacted prior to the extensive
damage that occurred to the streets because of the severe winter which we et-
-...perienced What would have happened if my budget had not been designed to
be flexible? We would have been back in the red as we were before I took the
budget over. However, your city budget is still in the black, and vvill be broughtin
with a surplus at the end of 1977.
. if an overrun is to occur within a department Col the city, Lwould rather that it
occur because of legitimate, needed work being done to our streets than
because of some proposal such as that put forth by my opponent to buy 21
police cars to furnish personal transportation on'off-duty hours. I don't care how
many cities are cited as having such a pr2gram --New York City had a lot of
• priagrains wheels they could "prove': saved money... .
'
Paul For Et3i MnIvalienIey
• • Melvin B. Henley
Deinocratic Candidate for Mayor
.
•
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:Using sulfa drugs to hog
feed or water can either help
or hurt pork 'producers trying
to reduce disease stress in
,their herds.
"Results depend on the care
in which the drugs are used,"
says Mack Whitaker, Ex-
tension swine production
specialist in the UK College of
Agriculture. "Proper uses of
sulfas are an effective aid in
controlling rhinitis and -other
sub-clinical infections that
reduce pig performance.
Improper uses that leave
residues orthe drug in pork
can trigger an embargo on the
; producer that prohibits him
from selling hogs for
. Farmers are asked to
2 nenlinate candidates of their
;. choice to be. on the Calloway
County ASC community
ternMittee ballet for their -
. community, says David E.





conducted from November 25
to December 5 by mail ballot.
7 ' The four ASC communities in
--, Calloway county are: A, ElX
and D.
ASC committees ale
;•z responsible for managing
government farm programs
the local level. To meet the
needs of individualprodueers,-
ASC committee members
i.- must be -,concerned, and
-'responsible individuals.,•
:Farmers have received
petition forms by mail and are-
now subn3itting them„ to the
71-County ASCS office.
A few basic considerations
should be,kept hi mind' whet'.
- 1 circulating petitions, Riley
said. In-order to be valid,
petitions must be limited to
1: one nominee each, must in-
:: elude written certification
*.• that the nominee is willing to
serve if elected, must be








The specialist points out
that the U. S. Department of
Agriculture is testing- more--
hog carcasses in packing
plants and finding eases el
sulfa drug residues exceeding
the tolerance level of one-
tenth part per million in the
pork. When this happens, the
carcases are removed from
the human food chain and .the
rest of the predueers' hogs are-
embargoed on the farm. --
The producer cannot sell
hogs until the embargo 'is--
lifted, following the slaughter
of five test hogs that pass the
residue tolerance test. This
can be a costly experience. It
eligible farm voters in the ASC
community, and must be
received in the county ASCS
office no later than October 31.
A -farmer may, circulate or
sign nominating petitions for
as many candidates as he
chooses. Anyone wishing to
nominate a farmer for the
ASC Committee election may
,contact die county,ASCS office
for full details, including
eligibility reqUirements for
officeholders.
Riley believes that farmer




petition foi. and. elect tkose
individuals they feel would do
a 'good job as ASC com-
mitteemen. The election of
can take up to 30 days to get
test results back from federal
laboratories. Private
laboratories are faster but
charge 300.00 or more for the
teats-
Whitaker warms hog
producers to exercise every
precaution in the use of sulfa
drugs, • including the
following:
Use only according to
predect lalels for userapi
proved' by lhe -federal Food.
and Drug Administration.
This includes withdrawing the.
medication from hog feed or
water for the specified period
of time before slaughter.
Thoroughly clean mixing
equipment, feeders and
storage binds before shifting
to non-medicated feeds.
Clean feeding floors to
prevent recycling sulfa drugs.
When mixieg. feed, follow
instructions- on the sulfa
product label to the letter.
Make sure your
veterinarian and pre-mix or
feed suppliers all know how
much, if any, sulfa drugs each
is- providing for your hogs..




cause trouble for dry cleaners.
They may end up hand-
washing a bag, or refuse to
tackleit at all. •Few -
manufacturers supply care
instructions.
- .4-`1L-tbara-is _wood, -
-metal, cardboard-4a glued-hr
lining in the -cOnstructIon of_
the hapabig',-. it can't go'
'through the regular com-
mercial drycleaning
process." "It may not be
washable either." What
happens when a handbag is
handwashed at ,one big
Kentucky drycleaning plant?,
Hand Washing
The operator uses a brush to
scrub the bag clean with ,
neutral detergent soap. (You
usually can't rinse a handbag
as well as you can rinse
clothing. When you use or-
dinary.Erip or detergent and
don't ger it all rinsed out, a




were used in the programs to
teach good eating habits.
In each program, the
Skwa1.1_04___91.1. _
. ."Mission 4mpess. 'hie type
assignment related to good
nutrition. For exampte„ the
- final Pragrana---"The Rater
concerned Tarrne-rs to
positions on ASC committees 
Everybody has to know that." That 
Lest - -His Edge"-
That's one of the son
concerned a fat race (Inver
is for all— many -Calloway County fifth 
gs 
who Kept loeiog rinsas' and
miniatration of farm_gratler's are singing after 
his new bride fewho kept
, 
programs.'! - watching "Mulligan Stew", sqiffing 
him -with gmdies)-•
Riley further explained that the 4-H television series 
SteWS -helped them
the county ASCS office designed to-make-kids "tune
learn why a healthy body is.
welcomes all valid petitions. in" and "tune on" to good 
important to becoming a
The opportunity to nominate, nutrition. 
champion and that just being
vote, and be elected to office is The final program in the six-
-full of food is not necessarily
guaranteed to all farmers Part series was Friday, 
good eating. Emphasis in this
regardless of race, religion, October 21. Fifth graders in 
program was on nutritious
sex, color, or national origin, Murray Middle, East, 
North,snacks and meal-planning to
include the right foods.
Rile?, added. and Southwest Elementary' The TV series has been part
Schools have watched these
of the fifth graders' health30-minute shows, which were
studies, and games, puzzels,
Shield for - broadeaSt . state*ide OnKentucky Educational, and other fun activities
you too Television the past six weeks. 
related to nutrition
supplemented the programs.The "Mulligan Stews"-five
members of a kid rock band- Fr
iday, October 21 was
were the stars of these fast- de
signed as Mulligan Stew
rmua moving programs. Lots- of
day at Murray Middle School
and Mulligan Stew was servedmusic, bwnor and color;slong
allstudents.
with cartoon figures arid
The main purpose 'of thecome-alive puppets in a
series was to help boys and
girls learn how to eat better
and how good nutrition relates
-fa good health-and to inake
that learning fun. The
importance of the four basic
food groups--fruites and
vegetables, breads and
cereals, milk products, and
meats-was stressed in all the
• 
programs, with a "4-4-3-2"
iing's corning slogan used in various ways asa remidner of the number ofservings needed daily from
each group.
Some 350 fifth graders in
Murray and Calloway County
have watched the series this
year, which was shown as a
cooperative effort invorving
KET, local and State
Departments of Education,
and the Cooperative
Extension Service of the
university of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Locally, Jane Steely, County
Extension 4-H Agent and .
'admin(strators and teachers
of the County and City School
System have worked together.
to make the programs a
success.
Fifth graders participating
in the "Mulligan Stew" series
will receive an invitation to
become members of a 4-H club
and participate in all fun and
learning 4-H activities in the
future.
By Jane H. Steely
County Extension
Agent for 4-H
"Everybody's body needs -
vitamins,-- - .




--_.• We've got the hottest deals in
•
trucks today. And, if your size is
• medium, now's the time to try




Today, Loadstar's got three
ways to help you arrive at your
"one sure decision" —
Economizer, Binder and Sun-
dance. And, One pf them is
bound to suit your medium-
duty truck needs to a "T."
The Loadstar Economizer is the lowest-priced diesel made in
America. It's a value when you buy it — and it keeps paying off
with dependable performance for years to come.
Few things on wheels are stingier with a gallon of gas than the
Binder. It's specially built for today and today's gas prices.
And if you want to mix business with pleasure, the Sundance
is just what you're looking for. Glossy on the outside, comfort-
conscious on the inside — Sundance gets the job done with a
special flair.
Economizgy. Binder. Sundance. One of them is right for you.
can affect the looks of a bag.)
Next, he rinses-tie bag and
uses an extractor to get out as
much water as pcissible.
(Excess water can cause
streaking as the bag dries.)
Finally, he puts the bag on a
hanger .to dry in a special •
drying room at the plant.
Machine Washing
cirycleaneK, recently
took -a handbag-home With her
and washed it in the • gentle
cycle of her washer. She
rinsed it; pelt through a spin
cycle, and dried it in her
clothes drier on low heat.
She took it out while it was
still a little damp, smoothed it
by gland, and let it fieish
drying -indoors. -
It turned out fine. It costs at





in the handbag section of one
department store tells her
customers to' treat a new
canvas bag with Scotchguard
or a similar Protective fabric
spray.
When it's dirty, she advises
hand-cleaning it with a
regular dry-foam .upholstery
,cleaner. She reports that her
Customers have good results
With this method.
-Trying to "remove spots
and stains may leave a ring."
"It's better to wait and
pretreat stains or extra-soiled
areas immediately before
.washing_or_. cleaning _your _-
handbag."
• Good Lucie:
If you decide biay washing
the bag yourself rinse it very
thoroughly. Then soak up'
extra water with absorbent
bath towels-. -to -help avoid
streaking as the canvas dries.
. Dry it outdoors in the Shade
on a sunny, breezy day.
It's not necessary to pre-cook
onions that are to be used on '
skewers -with chunks of meat.
Cut small o ions into halves or
quarters an insert on the ske-
wers betw n pieces of the
meat. Charcoal-broil as usual. -
The onions will taste sweet,
their *texture will be tender-
crisp and' their edges will be
properly charred. -
He
There are good reasons to
plant wheat this fall eveg,
though current prices and the
outlook ahead are
discouraging for the 'crop.
"Wheat is an integral part of
crop rotations and double-
cropping plans that give
Kentucky fanners their best
shot at making a profit," says
Jim Herbeck, Extension grain
crops specialist in the UK
College of Agriculture.
"Regarclless_of the grain price
.situation, seeding' wheat this-
fail will spread, lima reduce,
• the finincialrisks of fanning
in 1978." -.
Wheat can be seeded until
mid-November and make a
respectable yield. In :fact
better yields can be expected
tr‘om seeding later than'
normal because disease
problems are worse On early-
seeded wheat, the specialist
points out.
"Don't- worry ;-too Much
about a late harvest next
summer when you seed wheat
this late' in the fall," says-
Herbeck: ,"For every fiv_e or
six days delay in _planting,
there is only one day delayin
maturity of the--erep41
Seeding after the middle of
November is a gamble With
the weather. The crop needs
enough time to become well
established, ' make' good
growth and tiller out before
winter sets in to come through
With a stand next spring that
will produce a good yield.
"The wheat price outlook
next spring can help decide
Which way to go with the
crop," says Herbeck. "For
"eiiimple, you Can
early for stlage and plant-corn
or soybeans, or leave it as a
cover crop for no-till corn, or
harvest for, grain, if wheat
pr ices are favorable." -
Recommenjo,d___ wheat
varieties are Arthur, Arthur.
71, Abe, Oasis, Beau and




realtiv-ely new variety that
has outstanding straw
*strength to avoid lodging.
Doublecrop is a very early
variety that especially fits
double-cropping. It matures
three to six days earlier than
Abe and Arthur - - -
Barley, which is ready for
harvest 10 days to two weeks
earlier than wheat, fits well
into a double-cropping plan._
But Herbeck points out that
diseases ,have cut yields the
past few years, discouraging




Did.you _know that roughages can supply
anywhere from 40 to 90% of your cows'
nutrient requirements That's quite a range,
and it also explains why Supersweet offers a
variety of MilkMaker Complete Dairy Feeds.
With Supersweet's new Systems III Dairy _
Feeding Pro-gram, there's a MilkMaker to balance
just about any type or combination of- roughage.
Ask us about the new Systems Ill Dairy Feeding





varieties are Barsoy, Knob,
Monroe and Volbar. All are
Susceptible to loose stirti,Iiit
are rited "good" in winter
hardiness. Barsoy' is' the
earliest in maturity, followed
by Kneb, Volbar an4Monoroe.
Barsoy also has excellent
straw strength.
Barley is not as winter-
hardy as wheat, and should be
seeded by the end of October,
according to Herbeck. Seeding
barley taker than this nuts the
risk ornitei -and**
reduction in yield.
"Shop for money like you do
machinery. Carefully!'
Murray Office
306 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5602
It wasn't the first tractor you looked at. You
studied literature. You asked questions. You
vPaited'Sevaral dellers. It's a whopping in-
vestment, and you were sure before you made
it. You're just as selettive when !Vying Mlle
or other livestock. You judge brandisr breed
on the" basis of performance, service, and
value. Be the same way about
your source of operating capi-
tal. Talk to your Production
Credit Than.
the go- ahead people
Feed and Supply
Super Sliest Feed-Seed & Fertilizers
And Building Materials
See Gene Rhodes or Gary Key
Ph. 382-2185(382-2186/382-2187 Cuba, Ky.















i ' — needs of the animals. This hundred feet out into the field 
it. • stigt
goodies. are -„nOt _alone the scientist enters the picture, or 
grazed even after amention that art these tasty d this is where the-natural can get this fall from pastures, etth be
products of nature. Rather, has entered the picture.
rnaLionv„ petal cie;-oubsstittliers, iitret-7 inzaceLleS •_plant
---and-the-like never appeared-as- --de-veloprneitt--ene tinpreve--
- IA the wild. It was only ment would require much
through the dedicated efforts more space. than available
• of professional horticultur- -here. So at ighis' point it must
ists, botanists, orchardists and be sufficient to say that it
other specialists in natural was through a combination of
science that these magnificent these three methods .4at
edibles- were-developed- -from- - plant bteedestaiwig imintemd
inferior wild forms, our cultivated plants over
Our principal grains, wheat their wild ancestors.
and vornduriciseen-.40 vastly_ ..„..1st tubas . bow-moat. or
imprsroved, Imam theirre.wlinld alla,tofpleman'ds ihmpr,ovoremesenets in
-guess: what-those..werear -Our=fotethought,- -his selection
ancestors that we can only plants were without - plan or
best known fruits, apples- being made upon features
, comparably_ superior to the profitable 'at the moment;
original kinds in- sin, flavor and- it is only because in
and other qualities we value, general he has continued to
ARM EitiEtit&
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Winter Is A Question -
In Cattle Feed Outlook
f t Graze bermudagrass and bluegrass that' are fertilized
r
salsa 
Alralfi, -r-e-d- -616iitic--E601- When gleaning corn or other measure to control the water, 4 4' "''' .44°..0 ...., 410.1.,..s ,
mind, an Ex- season grasses, mixtures o
•f grain crop fields after bar- a would cut a gully in the -,' '''',* - and  v e ge t a bles- lkom 'our three ways-by selection of With this la '
orchards. and gardens, it variations, preservation of tension specialist urges far_ clover or alfalfa and grasses, 
,. vest, match forage quality and waterway four feet deep at k* Witel s•Csollr*
residues quantity to the nutritional, the creek and extend several ,...„-•'seems most appropriate to ' ;worts", and hybridization. mers to use all the feed they cover crops and crop
At this time of year when not yield new kinds. New
--we-are enjoying thelitirfruirs .yaiieties are acqutredlainftty• this fall.
Among vegetables, the
cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels
sprouts and others most
' diverse in aspect; are ail-
be pleased by-the same things
that our cultivated plants
hav<been brought to their
present state of MO dev -op-
• known to have been devel- ment. At the present time
oPed from a very simple little much of the Unprovements in
ind Vegetables is
Europe, In fact, a great many accomplished by expert
of our favorites from the workers who proceed with
garden -have been improved deliberate forethought and a
, from their wild state to such defmite aim in mind. This is
7t-a-degrte-ss-to-renderthefehfr=tylkieal--plait----breediaL - to
tionship .uassuspecteri-wese it __Iehicliite_may confi
uLtit for historical lecopik look for greg triumphs in the
hay fields, cover crops and killing frost means giving young stock and
corn fields. This Sudangrass and sorghum- milk-producing cattle first
will save stored feed that wee suriarshybrids are ilk ai-specTal-ACCIL.-/011ow
be needed this winter and_ category because after g tight 
later with.Irs,th_Fleen up
reduce cattle--wintering enstaired thei an MUM KWIC -thelh".
by making use of feed that
otherwise would be wasted.
"Our cattle feed situation is
good this fall, much better
than it was a year ago and
than it is now in states farther
south," says Garry Lagefield„
forage crops specialist in the
UK College of Agriculture.
"Pastures generally are in
very good condition
throughout the state, and hay
supplies appear to be quite
adequate -.
But whether or not there is
enough hay and silage to last
until spring will&Pend
how long and severe the
winter turns out to be. •
To get the most value from
the cattle feed that is out in the
fields, Lacefield offers these
suggestions: - -
*ad poisoning of cattle. Don't
.graze them ataight when-frost
is likely, for two weeks
following a light, non-killing
frost, or until after the plants
have completely dried off
after a hard, killing frost.
Turn cattle into alfalfa and
clover fields right after the
first hard freeze or in early
November if a hard freeze
hasn't occured by then. This
won't hurt the stand if -cattle
are kept out _when- the ground
is wet and soft after a rain.
Research at the Kentucky
__Agricultural Experiment
Station shows forage quality is
chide high for tyro or tinee-
weeks after a killing frost or.






"0 tunit knocks -but_
once," according to an old 30 per cent having rural . h
adage. backgrounds..
entory o as years
problem of stretching 
rialiart-leipedepa.grass mistuns _ this fall are the last pastures"
supply of feed through a long, right away, it frost hasn't to graze_ They will hold their
cold winter injects. the only_ already nipped them. These quality longer into the 
winter
question into Kentucky's warm season. ' -Planta than other padiike and hay
favorable cattle feed outlook deteriorate rapidly after frost. 
crops.




grazing. Use an electric fence
to restrict cattle to a small
area at a time., noosii _for two
or three weeks' fried
Move the fence aheadtialPtille-
cattle as they clean_ up the
field. _Mol?-grg an entire
'field at a time wastes- a of




-- This grade control structure -
was designed to let the. water-_
drop 4% feet from the
elevation-of the waterway-to
the creek bed. Without this
making it impossible to cross
with machinery. This not only
helps save sqii but also saves
tithe and money bY letting
Scruggs erase the waterway-
any place he needs to when-
working with his crops.
Scruggs is a long time
cooperator with the Calloway
County Conservation District.
In addition to this grade
control structure, he plahs his
crops to get the most from his
land with the least emote of
erosion; and, over the past
five years he has built a
network of • -cavettriana--and -











Grade control structure (riprap chute) under con-
Vnidkiticnie Marinas C. Scruggs fisistirel. From-
_tett to_rhtht,1MiliainWilSors Ziperatintl-the-backhoe and-
bucket lolitt aandenen, KS- technician, and Ihannas
Scruggs, the land ownir. •
Urban students'and the other ' •
_ wh_ at_wer'If es the case; thew • "Urban -students.," --he . -0 a_ts_
there's a mighty loud rapping stated, "are greatly interested
noise on the ̀ doors' of a lot of in the areas of horticulture, •
high school students in the forestry ad pre-veterinary
realtn of agricultuie and medicine: -TM` convedional -
agriculture-oriented programs - such as
careers," says Mike Richey, Production -agriculture,--
.- . -,- • -01 iligegterfor Ulr'sstlidentr •Colleg-jeta 11-61s-br ItgrietaitgrenoraiX.---eeencmies'eantiatt  -tes..--aild-t7.- -. --We:re-e41--crrofc'cuninic  ng4mrerunljalitevet...gpme'4'1Y-iatW-41-# 4414"- :-
New varie.ties ...originate --luture -Mid in whieh is tha__
tn-
EigtOrs note: The following best approach to prevention is: Agnehthr... e. ' . . _ hthrem..._.,-Turl Iltudentt,_ ,' -tin" r rierikis. Well swrvialit-thiiii0 tiikiifilhii
' under. cultivattons or -CO-arse..-_ only nlipe of adequately feed- -
S. in an article written by Fticky to clean up and properly store- ' WIth the- amPhasti t'lt we - -AIA 'A'iU ualailvjlivialaa-41ave-------'Weir-iteay we-kitoW-ho-w...•Wlin-com-pillife-obsist not as a direct result ing the evezincreasing world
'thereof . High, cultivation can . populations. .- 
Ctmningham, a member of the flammable liquids, materiaLS, and fiber in business - and experienced ith 
increa.se in
financial support. See us!
;' Cellewsky -C ty Future toels, arftt equipnivit,_ AR., with the ever broadening, 




d for the Wih-thia Feld ' the -
:best development of there are no people more
•,..yiduat_plan,te_az kgiyea,crop, imPortint triaii horticulturist;
but the improvement is not and plant specialists.
hereditary and there-fore doei
KARA Man-
at your service!
He'll,help you build a more productive, more














(nplete Rations In Meal or Pellets Fa All Livestock.
vn•Asi FERMa SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
HORSE FEED
We Can Mix To Your Specifications or Supply Complete Feed.
DOG FEED
SPORT M1X — mnrrn
Hunters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Kennel Puce of 500
Ltat and Over. Approved By The National Research Cooed.
EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE NS TRIBIITORS
Fenn Equipment, Livestock Feeders and Waterers.
ANIiMAL HEALTH SUPPLIES
A full and Complete Line of Products for Prevention Of Livestock
Disease Prescription Drup andel* Through Your Veterinarian
TOW Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Discuss Your Animal






PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITWI ADVICE
Your neighbor Nutrena knows how to help.
soil testing and fertilizing for
these crops.
Other areas to be covered
include herbielde---reeotft_
mendations, especially- fhr
johnsongrass control; - grain--
marketing, farm income taxes
and shop facilities most
needed by the farmer.
Interested persons are in-
vited to enroll in the class of
their choice. There will also be
two classes beginning to
January for the Lynn Grove
and New Concord areas.
The classes Will be con-
ducted without tuition at the
Vocational Center by Johnnie
Stockdale, adult Vocational.
Agriculture Teacher.
discuss various aspects of Officers of the Young
agriculture. Class topics were Farmer class are: Jimmy
selected by an advisory Kelly, president; Richard
committee made up of officers Jones, vice-president; and Bill
from- all classes. Ed Murdock, secretary.
Attention will be focused on Kirksey class officers are:
farm management and crop David Palmer, president:
production. Corn and soybean Boyd Norsworth vice-
pa:disdain dat •be7disetang1-:,prtigawit;', and Kenneth
• kobservance of NationalFire
Rcevention Week which was
observed earlier this month.
By RICKY CUNNINGHAM
- Bad weather, imp- losses,
livestock diseases, and low
market prices can all mean a
bad year for a farmer. But
nothing will wipe him out
faster than a fire.
Fire can be a devastating
nightmare for anyone, but it
cor,rD4Part nenturrirellehisiPvsirds"u. ail:Jre culthrldokiiialg fec14allior a gricesultiirthda'a IlyY to HeenfollgedinstUKuck"nstsCowIlh:geplanof
The firemen can _see _ your trained graduates from in- ligilcidtite to- '-cottlfliti their
operation from a different stitutions - such as UK's' guttarterteurrsetor- their
perspective than yours. And
they can offer valuable ad-
vice.
All farms should have fire
extinguishers wherever a fire
could start. The fireman could
help assist you in where to put
your fire extinguishers. -
A garden hose can help
can be life-ruining to a far- preventa fire. There should be
mer. Everything he has done a hose at every water faucet
and accomplished is lost in the-:_tvitti- at least 50 feet of hose.
fire. Year:kern). yegris of _ hard --Another good fire _preven-
work is lost in just a few hours. -tion tool is a spray rig. This is
In most cases, after the fire the same spray rig you use to
starts there is nothing the spray chemicals. In the off-
farmer can do, but stand bank season keep it filled with
and watch.- - - - water and ready to use in case
Prevention of fire is the of a fire.
answer for the farmer. It is a Your tractor and plow can
lot easier and cheaper to be a helpful tool. With it you
-I often have the- tprevent-afire, than to clean up can plow rittgiteake5etieen- qUe5.1U -
after a fire has destroyed your -a burning pasture or woodlot
farm. We don't realize this and your buildings. •
until after a fire has destroyed - Don't wait any longer
part of our farm. farmers. Let's clean up fire
There are many ways a hazards today, before a fire
farmer can prevent a fire. The cleans us op tomorrow.
Farm Classes To Meet
At Vo-Ed Center
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Class and the Kirksey
Adult Farmer Class will begin
on October 31 and November 1
respectively, at the Murray-
Calloway County Vocational
Education Center.
The Young Farmer class
will start Monday, October 31
at 7:30 p.m. with the Kirksey
Adult class to follow on
Tuesday, November 1 at 7:00
p.m. The Young Fawner class
serves those interested in
agriculture from all parts of
the county, while the Kirksey
class members are mainly
from that area.
Each class will meet once
each week for ten 'weeks to
respective schools to obtain
more information regarding
entrance requirements and
other particulars. Or, he said,
he would be glad to personally












TO ECONOMIZE MEANS TO CUT COSTS -
AND CUTTING COSTS MEANS USING A
STEIGER TRACTOR.
*FEWER MAN HOURS *LOWER FUEL COSTS
*LESS-DOWN TIME
I
Your Direct Hot•line to Farm Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tomeny's filaip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299 







College of Agriculture - to
supply personnel_ -for_ their.
business activities, which are
becoming more Specialized
and technical.
As a result the College of
Agriculture at the University
has geared its curriculum to
meet the needs of the students
for careers in. agriculture -
not only for "dorm on the farm
occimations," but also in agri-
business fleas.
"I don't believe there has
been more opportunity in
agriculture than there is
now," Richey avowed.
-"Although males made up the
bulk of the,.-college's student
body in the past, this situation
has changed in recent years.'
asked of me, 'Can women
profit from agricultural
college education?' The an-
swer is definitely 'Yes,' he
said, noting that 32.9 per cent
of the total student body for
the 1976-77 school year in the
UK College of Agriculture was
female.
"There are • a lot of op-
portunities for women in
agriculture - and there are a
lot of opportunities for
minidrity students as well,"
Richey said.
Women and minority
students have found new and
profitable career avenues
Open to them with new ern-
---ployment-and work demands
in what Riney described as
-""our changing- society." - -
He pointed out also that the
majority of students in land
grant colleges of agriculture
today are from urban areas
70 per cent of the land grant ag
college enrollments being
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College or Agriculture I
Do you visit 2 or 3 differ-
ent stores each week to take
advantage of advertised
specials? You may be penny-
wise hut wins& the stores are
close` tSaetheuit can be costly ,.
1
here
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA ROAD- MAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020. WEIS DO P 753-4$2
•
supply the con Mons  g Casev- Farmerelif America, written- inspection by the local O'ire aspects of 'agriculture; most Yelflt"'
• .•
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hes Peritin At Raw Deer
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Prohibit
I in be 3 FlightLess
.5 Ursine bird • -
animal 4 Ba!let
9 Sob performers
12 Tibetan 5BroOni Of
priest twigs
1-3 Sicilian 6 Latin
volcano conjunction
_14 Felaehowd 7 Conjunction
15 Dried Plums" 81)--ownrIbur--
1741i:unto op d_s 9 Skillful
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33 Italian city 49 A conttnent
20 Determines 36 Staff .50 Harvest
22 Printer's 37 Lawmaker 54 Bother
n 1-1measure - 40 Natio4I - - 56awaiian- -
23 Footwear song Wreath
24 Temporary 43 Near . 57 Worm
shelter . 45 Faroe _ ..5.8 Bishopric ,
25-Sun gar -Islam-- Ert Marrs- ---- ----
2tintet - - whirlwind • nicknarne
Cause Of Concern
Teenage Births Rising
• FRANKFORT, .Ky. TAP
Despite a generally declining
birthrate in Kentucky and the
nation over the last decade,
there has been a marked
upswing in -births- to
teenagers. -
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I KNOW HOW ,AUCH










A U.& Health, Plucation
and Welfare report released
last week in Washington said
the phenomenon "is puzzling
when viewed in the context of
the general decline in fertility
recorded in recent years, the
increasing availability of
family planning assistance to
teenagers and the legalization
of abortion." , .
In Kentucky, the trend
represents "a very.. real,
increase in the last 15 years,"
• according to Dr. Patricia
Nichol, director of maternal
and child Tlealth care ih the
Department for Human
Resources,
Teenage pregnancies are a
cause of concern because
'teenagers are considered a
high risk group, For example,
Dr. Nichol said, a third of the
infant deaths recorded in a
.--reeest- eight-month -period
were among babies born -to
teenagers.
said it is especially
surprising to see the increase
in births to teenagers because
the state's. family planning





number increased to 22,000 by
lasty ear, she said.
In addition to the health risk
to mothers and infants, state
officials are concernin3 about
the social' impact of teenage
births.
• Studies taVe shown there is






In 1975, the birthrate in
Kentucky declined
significantly to 54,561, but
teenage births remained at
almost the same level as five
years previously, 13,319, or
/4.4 per cent of the total births
in the state.
:")kltbougli vital .statiaties for
last year are not complete, Dr.
Nichol said teenage births
increased to 27 per cent of the
births in the state:-
A breakdown pf the figures
ihows that oil total teenage
births in 1975, 258 were to
mothers under 15 years of age,
while-13;061 were to mothers
in the 15-19 age group.
N ICE !
HOW)
infants • among teenage
parents, mainly because they
really didn't know what to
expett when they decided to
have a child, Dr. Nichol said.
The divorce rate among
married teenage parents -is
considerably higher than for
older couples, and that can
have an inunediate effect on
soeiety because the mother. is
likely to _ turn to the
government .for help in
supporting her child, she
added.
The statistics speak for
themselves:
- In 1965, there was i'total of
61,392 births in Kentucky of'
which 12,821, or 20.9 per cent
were to teenagers.
By 1970 the Kentucky
birthrate had fallen off
LASS I 11 13 II A II S 
=am2. Notice
JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
- Teaching them to ob-
serve all things what-
siiever I have 'com-
mancled, you: And, lo
am with you always,:
even tint° the end of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but.
is also binding upon all
Christians 'today. Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal life.
For assistance call 753-
0984.
slightly, to 60,253, but teenage
22.1 per-centof thetetat. 













bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking










yortisiog 753-19 19. -
Classified .-Disoloy,.
Classified_ Circulati-
on and the Business
-Office- may be






















































requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR Aq CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US eRam








salespeople, full or part











wOrk in alteration shop.
Send resume to Box 32F.
HOUSEKEEPER--'-1 to 2














wash and, tub! person.




for buffing and detail
work. Also assistant













and consolidation.  6 per,
certt interest 5,000 to
500,000. Call 502-885-1795
between 3- and it 'p.m.
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669. _ 





larger home near MSU
Campus at about 827,000
to $30,000 range. Call
753-5620.
STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call
4984757.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 751-9104 or 753-
1551.
15 Articles For Sale




SALE CLUB aluminum. 8
piece sets, choice of
. colors. $39.99. Wallin
Harditare,
SALE ELECTRIC heater,




heavy lined, 24" x 42",




ladder 5' $1288.6' $14.88.






$17.88. Single lever type,
$22,95. Wallin Hardware
Paris.







15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE firewood, any „.
kind or size. Phone 753-
9564.
GIRLS CLOTHES, like
new winter coat size 61,
excellent condition, $3.
Sizes 6 and 6x some 5.
Call,753-2856.
CROSS BUCK white





Henson Old Murray and
Paris Road.
SALE LAWN MOWER




LP gas iscatess, one
antotrat LP heater. Call
436-2411 weekends and
after .6 p. m. 753-2424




KING SIZE bed,j8S. Can






Tractor, plow, disc and._
cultivator. A-1 con-„
-4 dition. Call 48D-2188 after
5 p.m.
TWO MATCHING an-
' tique Queen Ann mohair
chairs. Need
reupholstering. 1966






QUEEN SITE box springs
and mattress. . Good
condition- Call 7534397.-
ELECTROLUX SALES













dition, $7000. Call 898-
3429.















Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light Weight, ventilaged












made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct anl.gave oh
all Mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








SALE BATH TUB faucets








SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, I) pack,
.99êènts. Heat bulb 250
watt, $1.19. Wallin
-Hardware, Paris.
SALE CHAIN saw Chains
an" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $85. 16" bar, $9.95,
20".. bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and










sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




stereos at the lowest
prices in West Ky. We
service what we sell,
this includes lake area.
All work is guaranteed
so come to Sissons
Zenith Sales and save'.
Highway 94, 18 miles
West of Murray. Open
7:30-5:30, or, anytime by
appointment, phone 1-
382-2174 or 382-2743.-
27 Mobile Home Sa!es
TRAILER PLUS a 100 x
253 lot for sale. Will sell
trailer furnished or
unfurnished. Located on
Highway 280 in Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
Call 388-2430 after 4:30
p.m.
FOR SALE OR RENI,
1976 Double wide mobile
home, like new. 24 x 60.
Call 474-2230.
10 x54 MOBILE HOME 2..
bedroom. 2300.00. Call
753-9817 after 4 p. M.
1974 MOBILE HOME,- 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, Shady Oaks




4 AP 220-1 Economical to operate
and maintain. . . with an output
capacity of 8.400 g. p. h. with a 2"
suction/discharge. Ideal for pim-ping aqui(' ternitzers and pesticiaes
• Pump body, Impeller, and volute
are reinforced polyester thermo-
platir to resist corrosion. •Fasheelf-
priming design with check solve
gives a 5- ft. suction "lift in 15 sec
'Total head up to 94 ft. 'Carbon
ceramic shaft seals made of
stainless steel and Buria•hi rubber'
'Powered by a 4-cycle single cylin-
der engine with spalsh type
lubricatiah. .High voltage magneto
ignition system. "Washable foam air
cleaner "Weight -32 lb .s
Murray 'Supply Lawn & Garden
• .200 &Matas,/titer:ay . • •
••











































29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for -
rent, at Riviera Courts
Call 753-3280
30 Business Rentals
SUITE OF . offices, 4
rooms, electric heat and
air__coacilt.Lonera, _1st
floor, small warehouse,




Condition. 21/2 miles 24
East. $50. Call 753-8216.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED one•
bedroom apartment.
Inquire at 100 South
FURNISHED APART-









Central. heat and air.









located next to campus.
Recently redecorated.
34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM






rent, pasture land also .
avalTable. Cali- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5:
37. Livestock Supplies
GRAIN FED beef for sale .
by 1,4, 1/2 Or whole. Cut to
your specifications. Call
753-9817 after 4 p. m.
38. Pets Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
Male St. Bernard. 11/2











YARD SALE 310 South
8th. Ya'll come. We've











We go to extra lenüths to
serve you. Your Interest
and desire are our
primary concern. When









some bottom land, some
nice timber. Eour room
house, good mobile
home, good tobacco
barn and -Atkk barn.
Tobacco base available.
Located N. W. of
Murray. Phone Hop-
perud Realty, 75S-1222
or visit our office at 711
Main.







building 45 x 33, with
first floor ideal for car
repair, cleanup or
• similar business. Two
rented apartments on
the second Bear. Owner
will include 1.37 acres of
- land- in rear of building
& wants an offer.
Located-within -Murray
city limits. Phone
Koppernd Realty, . 753-





"Year Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 lain 753-1722
NEAR THE LAKE -1.38
acres, two
Gas heat, storm win-
dows. Can be bought
worth the money. Call
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
645 N. 4th Street - At-
---frrictfing desirable
country-like place in the
TWO FOR THE
MONEY-Brick -duplex
with each unit' having 2
bedrooms located only 4
-Wiles from Murray.
This ;Howl ty uffet s
good return or in-
veitment and owner
ivould conidder &lin-
e*. Priced in low 20's...
Phone Koppernd Realty,
75342=
• BRICK 3 BEDROOM-
Home located only 1
mile from Murray on




nice garden area, lots of










g Christmas Arts & Crafts Show
The first annual "Christmas Crafts in 77" arts
and crafts show and sale will be sponsored by the
Marshall County Senior Citizens and the Mar-
shall County Recreation Department Nov. 26-27.
The unique and different handicrafts will be in
the Benton Community Building.
For application infrr•nation send a self-
addressed stamped envelope to Tane Alexander,
t Recreation Director, Box 121, Benton, Ky. 42025.
WOW! WHAT A VALUE...
Owner says soli this lovely new brick veneer, 11/2
bath, carpeted throughout, quality kitchen
cabinets, Tappan appliances, Thermopane win-
dows with marbelized sills. Ample closets. Large
lot with chain link fenced back yard. Large patio.
Carport with storage area. Paved dirveway.
Located at 1803 Westwood Drive.. Reduced to
only $34,000.
105 N. 12t Street
BOYD-MAJORS
- REAL ESTATE753-8080
THE PNOFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH'
Andre Moody7S3-9036 Warren Shropshire 7534227
-Newer Miller 753.719 • isdpere 733.4136
ILL Nook 753-2387 Reuben Meo4ly 153-9036
- '
city. Aluminum siding, 2




Situated on 1 acre, tree-
studded lot. Under
30,000.00. Cal/---or come
by 105 N. 12th BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
1707 Olive. 3 bedroom 2
bath brick home 2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs apartment and
detached apartment.
Should rent for 200.00
monthly. 49,500.00.









department at 1-24 and














"THE NOISE N‘fOU HEAR e mo-1 -THE
CONCORDE. ITS 11-1E ARPORT PRO-
TESTER S.11
PLANNThtGlo build ̀ next
spring?'Welnive- several--
lots that are beautiful
• -building eites.Etuy your
lot now 6b ciu can et' an
early start next spring.
LORETT'A JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492. -
INVEST • NOW. Rental
projaerity near
University. Eleven
houses and one apart-
ment house. Buy now
and see a return in your









46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath, living room, den,
kitchen and - dining -
room. Efficiency cot-
tage at rear of lot.
Presently renting for




remodeled house on 1
acre. Has nice rich
garden place. Come by
at Joe Hortin, Route 3,
Box 119, off of Highway
E. 94. Behind Whites
Cam r lea
47 Motorcycles
1972 HONDA 500, 7200
actual miles. Call 753-
9817 after 4 p. m.
1973 354 HONDA.
Recently tuned up. New
back tire, new paint job,
new battery, 2 helmets.




TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester. white
wall premium grade. 12-





+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
' K18•94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.36 FET;
"F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
FET; G78x14 or 15"
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85








- automatic. needs. pa
-Call 354-6208. -•
48. Automotive Service
SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air








49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 TQRINO GT. Power
steering,- --air, 2 dacm
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.






, paint. -tires, side pipes,
pearl red with red in-
terior, 350 4 speed, a
49 Used Cars & Trucks -
FOR RENT. - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passentiTraii. Miiiiy
. Leasing,' Inc. 753-1372.
1975 'VEGA radio,
automatic, 30,000 miles,
left on engine warranty,
good mileage, Call Steve
Kickert 474-2211.
-1972 GRAND PRIX model
J. Tilt wheel, AM-FM
stereo, good condition.






13r uha m verythin
m_- but tape. $2800. Call 753- ed
9673. 
remov  froth your yard
any or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
•-•-stumps up _to.
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and ships.
y. r Chicken. a 
Call for free estimate, -
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
753-7101. _ Bob Kemp, 435-4343. -






ficient service. NO job











steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30





tilto g . E g DO YOU NEED stumps
471.. --trtc, FORD GRAND
375 Torino Sport. 351
wt. Cleveland. Air and
pOwer, can be seen at
1965 DODGE DART Slant
6 automatic. $200.00.
Call 3544217
- M.G. Midget con-
vertible. Best offer. Call
753-8200.
1 9 7 3 CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super's--
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs
work. tall 354-6206 after"
4 p. m.








pickup, 1972 Buick Ltd.
Can be seen at 502 South
Ilth or call 753-8410.
1973 VEGA, red and white
sharp. 1971 Electra
Limited, local car, nice.
1972 Chevey car hauler.
1970 GTO, immaculate
car, sharp. 1952 Chevy
truck, good body. Runs
excellent. Call days 753-
0405, after 5, 753-0695.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low












and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-23067 -
FENCE SALES at Sears-
now. Call Doug Taylor








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
'COOL _MIME tlify_ "et
-ntortrz-mc -
61 FORD-- FALCON CUSTOM
utura 2 door hardtop. 'UFHOLFIERY. Free
Low 'mileage, 6 cylinder estimate. fall 753-9733.
automatic. Extra clean. 
Call. 436-2427.
DODGE SPORTS van -
royal. 1973. 50,000 miles.
Good condition. Call 753-
895t.




200.00. 1972 Honda 450, 2
cylinder, DOHC, 2
helmets. Call _after 5,
753-5368.
1969 CHEVROLET










Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service




4 miles East of Murray




Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974





N. T: Waldrop, killer'
-,.In liusinass Since 125 6
MOBILE HOME AN- -
.CHORS, underpinning,
patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-









Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10'
10' room would -only be
KIM. Call- 7h84335:•
LICENSED- ..ELEC-0,-
TRICIAN 6nd gas in-
stallation will do
plufnhing, heating and














by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug 'Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates. -
FOR YOUR septic tank
_ and. _ ckhoe wnrk
needs: Also septic tank
cleaning, Call John
• Lanc. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING,' .INTERIOR,
exterior Also dry wall






Company Inc. Air con-









home or industrial. Call





Small. White with brown
spots around ears and
eyes. Very gentle and
sweet. Will make a
perfect- house-pet since
she is so small and quiet.
Has had distemper shot.
Call 753-3535 after 5 p.m.
HICKORY AND OAK
firewood free to
someone who will cut it
. up and clean up. Must be
done -within the next
week. Contact Calloway_
County Board Office at
$$$. Attics and walls 753-3033.
Dlown. Ftrielietintatea.
75S-33I6. HALF COCKER SpitnirT,
Half miniature collie.
Two months -olcr Good
childs pet. Call 753-7313.
TREES TRIMMED' and
cut. Call 753-4707.
WILL HAUL FREE - wood shavings.
DRIVEWAY gravel or greet for barns. W.M.
decorative rack or stock Avery Lumber. Co.
pile lime. Call 753-6763 Puryear, Tenn. 901-247-
Rorer 11tnisist,1544545r
Have You Had Your
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners
- Chestnuts mid Chipmunks. -
Invite -you to share pietr back-to-nature retrea ,ee
*whim Witti 8w-IseauNtut1alt totom-T1ths cottage tsas 2 -
betkooms, large living room, 2 diclis...7urnkhed. . iust




Loretta Jobs-753-6079 SW Payne-753-9794
Helen Spann-753-8579 trend& Jones-753-$46$
Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized pogo will run weekly - clip it from












































































Gaiwral Elwtric Cristaiw Care.
wi we de 0.1. Warranty sir.
vice. Hrry 91 East
9„1:, t; 9 rPn 'Ito' 71 resM Pilrit and
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_
Deaths and Funerals
Boyd Bizzell Dies Clint Daugherty,
S-aturiray; Funeral
Planned Tuesday
Boyd Bizzell, retiived car-
penter of -XTrno Route. tine:
died Saturday at two p.m. at
Former Countian,
Dies On Sunday
Clint W. Daugherty, native
- of-Dexter, died Sunday at 1:10
a. m. at St. Elizabeth's
murrey_caik,way count Hospital, Belleville, Ill. He
Hospital. .He was 72_ years of
age and his death- followed an
extended illness.
The Calloway County man
was a member of the In-
dependence United Methodist
Church. Born November 10,
1904, in Calloway County, he
Was the son of the late James
Riley Bizzell and Dora Alice
Duncah Bizzell; Mr. Bizzell
and-his wife, the former La rue
Mathis, who survives, were
married August 28, 1926.
Mr. Bizzell 'is survived by
.his wife:- three daughters,
Mrs..::Ituby .. Murray
Route Eight, Mrs: .. James
(Joyce) Haley, Almo Route
One, and Miss' Betty Bizzell,
Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Freddie Duncan, and one
brother, Euin Bizzell, Almo
Route One; seven grand-
children, Mrs. Sandra itre1J
Seseph, . Joe Futrell, arr
Futrell, Miss Angela -F.-are-It--
Mike Haley, Miss Sherry
Haley, and Bradley Mathis
Haley; two great grand-
children, Lekeishia and Shane
Joseph. „
.The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Layne Shanklin of Bradford,
Tn., and the R36-e-Ske1ttiii
officiating. Ron Byars will be
the leader for the song ser-
vice.
Pallbearers will be. Dainon
Mathis and Donnie Duncan,
both nephews, Ed Beach, Joel
Jackson, Alvie Galloway, and
Bobby Galloway. Burial will
follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
was 66 years of age and a
resident of Centralia, Ill
The former Calloway
County man was a retired
-siipervisor with the Illinois
Central Railroad, a member
of the Central City Baptist
Church, and a member of the
Modern Woodmen of the
World. Born November 4,
1910, at Dexter, he was the son
of the late Charlie Daugherty
and Huntis Ferguson
Daugherty.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Clara Ernestberger
-Daugherty „Centralia, Ill.;
= tWo daughtera,-Mis: Jafieffe
—Flan, Decatur ft., and Mrs:
Julia Crane, , Centralia, Ill.;
one son, Don Daugherty,
Centralia, Ill.; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Scott, Centralia, Ill.;
tight grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
- The funeral ivar be held
-Wednesdayit 1:30 at-the
Central City Baptist Church,
Centralia, Ill., with the Rev.
Gene Ellis and the Rev. Cecil
Martin officiating. Burial will
follow in the Hillcrest
Memorial Park Cemetery at
Centralia.
Friends may call after six p.
m. Tuesday at the Irvin
Funeral Home, Centralia, Ill.,
and after eleven tt-;•-ntz--Wet1/4




Mrs. Dessie Ross _died;
- Saturday. at-_--the Wright
urinflokne' She Ores- ill_
years of age tuid-the ividow of
John Ross.
Survivors include one son,
Gurney Ross of Chicago, 111:,
. and two sisters, Mrs. Elsie
Cooper of Paris, Tn., and Mrs.
Cecil Mart of Murray.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris,-Tn., with burial








ee  1ir  i hc e
"7 ru
MrlYfititl, -with- Bre:- -Don
Farmer and Bro. Kennett -
2:30 p. m- 'at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home;
Williams, officiating. Burial
was .in the Lynnville Baptist
Church Cemetery. , • • -
driving left Kentucky High-
7 
:
when the dump track he was
killed Friday at eleven a. m.
The young man, age 21, was
lsd forsu nDdato. 7 eal 
at
State Police said the accident.
occurred ten miles north of
Mayfield and 441 Canter was
.. a; ,
Community Hospital,
pronounced dead on arrival 't
Mayfield.
Survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Canter, paternal grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Canter, one brother, David
Canter, and one sister, Lisa





Several important issues have been brought to
the attention of the people in the Mayors race and I
have tried to be as obj"^*.ve as possible in presenting
my views.
These include, the demands, decisions and the
availability of the Mayor are daily and will prevent h
part-time Mayor from carrying out his duties properly.
The position and voting record of my opponent on spot
,zoning which„ has created se many problems; the
serious possibility of conflict of interest as an employee
of the university from which a principal source of his
income is received, the demands on his time and ef-
forts from his trailer courts and the problems which
could arise if his actions as Mayor were contary to the
wishes of his employer.
These reasons are real and serious enough, to
-hopefully warrent careful-consideration of the- can-
didate who does not have those obligations. Yet there
are others issues which need,attention but are most dif-
ficult for me to bring to the public's attention. I sin-
cerely wish the election of a Mayor was simple but it,
isn't. Where the positions of the candidates are con-
siderably different, where the methods used the past
two years have caused division at the expense of the
city and the people, will the majority of the voters feel
the issues in paragraph one are strong enough to make
the right choice for Mayor? 
I believe they are, but as a 
c-
ouncil member, one'
probably in a more factual position than the public in
gerteral to form such an opinion. For those who want
more facts, for those whose concern for Murray takes
priority, for those who want to know why they should
vote for me, please follow my campaign issues




More Issues To Follow
Paid for hylmissnan Campaign Fenn





Funeral services for Hobert
J. *Harris, father of Mrs.
Louise Gullage of Murray,
were held Saturday at three
p.m. at LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tn., with burial In .the Enon
Cemetery there.
Mr. Harris, age 77, a retired
farmer of Route One, Hollow
Bock, Tn., died Thursday at
9:15 p.m. at the Henry County
Nursing Home, Paris,
was born September 3, 1900, to
the late John and Mary
Woodard Harris.. His first
wife, the former Lula Thomas,
died in 1938. He later married




Murray; Mrs. Olene Chandler,
Henry, Tn., Mrs. Faye Harris,
McKenzie, Tn., Mrs. Annie
Capps, Milan, To., and Mrs.
Clara Mae Allen, Blythe,
stepdaughters, Mrs.
Gladys Howell, Nashville,
Tn.; five sons, John of Henry,
Tn:, Paul of Huntingdon
L. D., Jr., of U. S. Army,
Germany, Kenneth of
Shawnee, Kans., and Jerry of
Santa Ana, Calif.; one step-
son, Roy Townsend, Ontario,
Calif.;. one sister, Mrs. Lula
Thorns, Huntingdon, Tn.;
Kentucky Legislature To
Begin Beverly Hills Hearings
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky legislative panel
is scheduled to begin hearings
Monday ,on- the Beverly Hills
Supper -Chili fire-- and - the
state's investigation of the
blaze that claimed 164 lives.
The Interim Joint
Committee- on—Cities is
'expected to hear from State
"Police - -Commissioner Ken
Brandenburgh, who headed
the state probe, and from Dr.
Ovid Lewis, a Northern
Kentucky University law
professor who wrote much of
the report of that
investigation.
The panel will look
specifically at improving state
fire laws and _possible
reorganization of the state fire
marshal's - -office. - -The-
_investigative_ report to the
governor on the May 28 fire
cited, numerous violations of
federal and state fire codes at
the Southgate, Ky., night olub
and -said the fire 'triers- hes
office-knew of the violations.
Warren Southworth,
.suspended as fire marshal
after -(1ov. Julian Carroll
refeised the investigative
report to a congressional
dorainitlee last monib, has
been invited to appear'before -
the cities committee but is not.
expected to comply with that
request, according to
informed sOurcec.thirty-eight grandchildren:, - in addition to Brandenburghtwenty-six great grand-. and Lewis, State Insurancechildren. 
Commissioner Harold
ivieGuffey and Jack Hall,
Funeral Is Tuesday Carroll's executive assistantk
a're expected to appear before
the committee.
The fire marshal's office is
part of the insurance
department. ,
However, Lewis has
proposed elevating the office
to department status and
placing 'it under the public
protection and regulation
cabinet. -Acting State Fire
-litaiiiiirIM-Estep, who also
is expected at the committee




,expetled to discitsg fife 'fire
from the perspective of local
fire laws and inspections.
Expected to appear Monday__
are -Southgate Mayor-Treri.'
Paul, city building inspector
Richard Beiting and volunteer
For Charles Moody
The funeral for Charles
Moody, brother of Reuben
Moody of 809 Bagwell,
Murray, will be held Tuesday
at ten a. m. at the Memroial
Chapel of the Anglin Funeral
Home, Dover, Tn., with burial
to follow at the-Fort -Donelsoit
National Cemetery -. there.
Military rites will be con-
ducted at the gravesite. •
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr.. Moody, age 64, stied
Friday at 8:30 p. m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Nashville,
1n -He was a member of the-
United Methodist Church and
an Army veteran of World
War II. Born October 3, 1913,
he was the son of the late Perk
Moody /and` Maude Keet
Moody.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Viola Wooford Moody;
daughter, Mrs. Diane Sexton,
Dover, Tn.; son, Carter
Moody, student of Murray
State University; two sisters,
Mrs. Gladys Rushing,
Kokomo, Ind., and Mrs. Lois"
Rushing, Dover, Tn.; four
brothers, Reuben, Murray,
Elvin, Murfreesboro, Tn., and




Friday at his home on Benton
Route Five. He was 75 years of
age, a retired farmer, and a
World War II veteran.
Mr. Turner is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Edith Irvan
of Kirksey Route One and
Mrs. Pauline Harrison of
Hardin Route One; and one
brother, Vernon Turner of
Kirksey Route One.
The funeral was held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
-chapel of the Linn Funeral




The Kentucky Lake Chapter
of the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
and Associates _will meet
Friday, October 28, at-II:30 a.
m at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, U. S. Highway
641 North.
Joe Clark of Henderson,
president of the state
federation of NARFE, will be
the gpest speaker. His wife,
Golda, who is secretary of the
organization, will accompany
Clark.
Plans for the joint meeting
on Friday were completed at
the meeting of the officers
executive committee held at
the Triangle Inn with Robert
Douglas, Van Valentine, C. 0.
Bendurant Norman Klapp. 0.
c,ht‘Lemore, Eugene. TacrY.




WillarI Ails, pharmacist at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be the speaker
for the Obion County, Ten-
nessee chapter of the Freed-
Hardeman Associates October
27 at 7:00 p. m. in the Obion
Cogrity High School, Troy, Tn.
The occasion will-be a fund
raising banquet for Freed-
fireman .John. Braun, who
inspected Beverly Hills. '
Gary •Luhr, a Legislative
Research Commission staffer
iviio works with the cities
committee, said a
representative of the National
Fire Prevention and Control
_Administration is expected to
attend the meeting.
Attorneys for some of the
families of victims of the fire
also are expected to be on
hand, Luhr said. They include
Cincinnati atterney Stanley
Chesley and Witham Hillman
of Covington.
Rep. Bob Benson, D-
Louisville, chairman of the
cities committee, predicted
last week the panel will
approve for prefiling a bill to
-,:establish a state department





forwarded to the 1978 General
Assembly.
The panel is expected to
hear from the variouls officials

















—Clarification of state and
local resifonsiblitie . _
—Teaining requirements for
local inspectors.
arroll Says He May
Approve CHE Offerings
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
G. Julian Carroll sayS that,
if fuhds are available, he may
accept the 1978-80 spending
recommendations made last
week by the state Council on
Higher Education.
-There is a chance that we
.will send the council's
recommendations to the
General Assembly without
much change," Carroll said in
an interview last week, adding





a turn-around from two years
ago when he criticized the
council for -not reviewing
university budgets thoroughly
enough.
Since then, the governor has
given the agency several new
members and the agency also
has improved its budget staff:
Carroll said he told council
officials several weeks ago ,
• -that he expected them to draft- ' -
the higher educAtien budgets .Former MStilean _
about $272.9inillion in 1978-79
and $306.7 'million in 1979-80.
The council's
recommendations soon will be
forwarded to Carroll and state
budget-makers. The governor
will decide what funding to.
recommend to the - 1978
General Assembly.
Carroll also said he thinks
the universities may be able to
get some extra money out of
existing budgets if they try.
He said he ser4.ously
questions whether each
institution has taken a hard
look at programs to evaluate if
Some ought to be discontinued.
And he added that during
the 
encourage the
eottwaoyears  eohe 
council 
cgiloingo
look at programs to determine
tlae universities are using
--funds to . support programs
with few students or ones that
are being untecesaarily
"-duplicated-at several schools.





probably -aecept them," the
governor said.
Annual increases in funding
of 17.5 per cent and 12.4 per
cent for the universities
during the next tiger fiscal
-years shave .. been
_
recommended by the council.
This year's appropriation of
$232.1 million would go to
Willard Ails
Hardeman College, a four
year Christian College located
in Henderson, Tn. The Freed-
Hardeman Associates are a
group of women dedicated to
raising money to support
Christian education at Freed-
Hardeman College.
The guest speaker .is the
author of two books on drug
abuse and has received
several awards for his work in
the drug field. He has lectured
throughout the south and
recently was one of the
.speakers on the Alarding
College lectureship in Searcy,
Ark. He is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky
College of. Pharmacy and
holds a doctahte degree in
pharmaceutical science.
Tickets for the banquet may
be purchased by centacting
Carrie Lynn Hopkios, Box 224.
Obion, Tennessee._
Racers...
(Continued From Page 11
pointed out. "Just picture
yourself in a wheelchair, this
is a good, healthy exercise."
•'Some of the guys, before
they had their accidents,
played high school basketball.
so they were used to the sport
before they got into
wheelchairs," Glover said.
An enthusiastic crowd
watched the game Friday
night, billed as a -first




from the game go to the
special olympics program.
• - Hog Market
.Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 24. 1777
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 617 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 50 lOwer Sows steady 50
higher
US I -2 200-230 lbs ..... $40.50-40.75
US 1-3 205-240 Ito. $40 25-40.50
US 24 240-260 lbw: Oa 5040,25
US 3-4 260-208 lbs $38503950
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 Its  $33.50-34.50
US 1-3 300-500 lbs $32.50-3350
US 1-3 500-650 Ins 534.50-36 00 few 36.50
US 2-3 300-50E11bn •  1132.00-35.50
Boars 25 00-28 00
Shower Planned For
Kitchen For Lodge
A shower for the kitchen at
the new Murray Masonic
Lodge, located at Kentucky
Highways 121 and 1660,
Mayfield Road, will be held
Tuesday, October 25, at 7:30 p.
m. at the lodge hall.
The event will be sponsored
by the Past M •ons and Past
Patrons Club ot Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star. Mrs. Judith
Jackson, club president, in-
vites all OS members to send
aod brircimi.itea
Dr. Andy Sikula, for the past
18 months associate dean and
director of graduate programs
in the College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State
University, has been named
dean of the College of Business
'-dind Administration at
Chicago all.) State Univer-
- arty, effective Jan. 1, 1978.
A native of Akron, Ohio, and
the son of Mrs. Anna Sikula,
-3470-- --Mogadore  -Road,
Mogadore, Sikula came to
Murray State '1Thm the
University of Illinois, Chicago
Circle, where he was a
professor of management.
He received his un-
dergraduate degree at Hiram
College, Hiram, Ohio, where
he majored in economics; his
master's at Michigan State
University, East Lansing,
where he specialized in per-
sonnel management; and his
doctorate in management
from the same institution.
Chicago State University
has an enrollment of 7,000 and
includes foru colleges: Arts
and sciences, education,
nursing and business. A new
business building is under
"construction and will be ready
for occupancy in the fall of
1978 on the institution's new
campus on 95th Street at King
Drive on the southern side of
the city.
The Sikulas have sold their
home on Hermitage Drive to
Paul Kiesow, the new
manager of the Fisher Price
Toys plant in Murray, and
Mrs. Kiesow.
Mrs. Sikula, an assistant
professor of social work at
Murray State, and their two
children, Drew, 2, and Ana,
four months, also will be












submitted by 12 noOrt-7.,'
'I before--
jublicatiog.
T H E nEws
in BRIEF 
By The Associated Press
NA.T1ON AL
LAS VEGAS, Nev. I AP) —
_"The Brown Bomber" —
former heavyweight boxing
-champ Joe Louis — is in the
Sunrise Hospital after
'-auffering "a - suspected -heart
attack. He was admitted late
Saturday night with chest
pains and was undergoing
tests today to determine what
caused the pains. Louis, 63, is
listed in guarded condition.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter and Vice
President Walter F. Mondale
were there, but neither man
was the featured attraction
Sunday at nearby Andrews
Air Force Base. The num who
waded` into the crowd and
received the . warm.
handshakes- was Sen, Hubert-
-H. Humphrey. The MifitieStka-
...pernocrat was back in the
capital for the first time since
Aug. 11, when doctors
determined-his cancer was
inoperable. Carter picked up
Humphrey in Minneapolis as
the President returned from a
2 -day cross-country trip.
INTERNATIONAL
' PANAMA CITY, Panarria
(AP) — A big turnout of
Panamanian voters gave the
Country Club
Election Set
Three new members to the
board of the directors will be
elected at the fall membership
meeting of the Murray
Country Club tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. in the clubhouse.
The three will be elected for
three-year termsirom a group
of six nominees: Robert




The three- elected will
replaoe R. T. (Buddy) Hewitt,
Tim Miller, and current
president George Oakley,
whose terms expire December
31.
In addition to the directors-
election, the membership-will -
hear committee reports from
the members of the present
board.
President Oakle Urges
every individual and family





new Panama Canal treaties
overwhelming approval,
unofficial returns from the
nationwide referendum
showed today. The election
tribunal reported 149,178 yes
votes to 76,311 noes cast
Sunday in 910 of the 3,038
Voting distri-Cts. This was
nearly 30 per cent of trit
estimated 800,000 eligible
vote,rs. Government officials
Predicted final returns would
faVor the pacts by 70 or 75 per
cent.
TYRE, Lebanon (AP) —
Christian and Moslem militias
that fought in the Lebanese
Civil war are rebuilding their
_farces. Both _Abe_ Christian
rightists and the Moslem
leftists are recruiting and
auning new fighters openly
and without interference. The
-two_ opposing factions . Ara _
estimated to hay; a• total of
45,000 trained, armed-then, tior —
including the Palestinians.
This is more than 10 times the
4,000 experienced, loyal
stildiers claimed for the
Lebanese army.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of storks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:
Indus. Av _ -1.56
Airco 321/4 +11i
Sir Products 341/ •
American Motors 4 +1/4
Ashland Oil 0:1/4





Goodrich • - /II% +411
Gulf Oil  7/74
IBM 3511/4 +1/4
Pennwalt 12% Inc .




Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
- Times by First of Michigen, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
He ublein Inc Is% 4/4
McDonalds Corp. 41% +!.ii
Ponderosa Spits= ...... —...12% +%
Kimberly Clark - . 31% -3/4
Union Carbide ''' ' 4214 unc '
W.R. Gram - 1- ....:+7111%- 
General Elec. '  501/4 -1/4
GAF Corp - . - -. '
Georgia Pacific  '
Pfizer 
Jim Walters - • 211 +%






- . GREAT BOOKS.._._
- The Adult.. Great Books
—Discussion Group has post—
poned its meeting scheduled
for tonight (Monday) at the
-Calloway County Public
Library until Monday, Oc-





C.7ederal Savings & Loan
7th 4.t• gain Phone
_




Veteran's Day..A day to review the inexorable mar-
ch of history..A day for ALL of us to realistically con-
trol our minds and imagination..A day to com-
memorate thoughts of the past and prayers for the
future..A day to concern ourselves how and why
nations appear more interested in flexing their
missiles instead of muscles. .A day to honor those who,
on battle torn fields, faced difficult combat and crisisconditions. .A day on which to recall brilliant and
fabulous victories; also a day to retain memories of
dismal defeat.,A day to honor those who, in dreadful
moments, faced a date with death in far away, remote
parts of the world. .A day to dignify the memory of all
who fought and endured the hazards of war so that our
nation might endure. .A day on which we should make
sure we do NOT lose respect for our uniformed men
and the symbols they represent..A day to disavow
those who disdain our American heritage..A day to
scqrn those who scorn our sYmbCs..A day to disclaim
the cynics, rebuke and repudiatMeir tillippancies,.A
day on which all of us should rightfully be proud to say-
-"I am an American"..
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home _
291 Smith 3rd
753-2411
•
